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ABSTRACT
First named by von Oppenheim over a century ago, the distinctive third millennium BC
kranzhügeln, or “wreath-mound,” sites of the Syrian Desert remain a poorly understood
phenomenon. While archaeological investigations have been undertaken at a handful of
kranzhügel-like sites including Tell Chuera, Tell al-Rawda, and Tell Beydar, the overall number,
geographic distribution, and morphological variation of so-called “kranzhügel” sites remains
largely unexplored.
1960s-era CORONA satellite imagery available through the CORONA Atlas Project
(http://corona.cast.uark.edu/) now enables more systematic documentation of the kranzhügel
sites and the production site-scale visual and quantitative analysis. Analysis of kranzhügel
distribution and morphology reveals that the sites are much more varied in structure and
geographic extent than their traditional definition presumes. Along with these new insights, the
compilation of a comprehensive catalog of the kranzhügel and other circular site environmentalgeographic distribution and comparative structural analysis lays the groundwork for more
sophisticated investigations into what Akkermans and Schwartz (2003:256) term the “kranzhügel
problem” – the enigmatic, short-lived third millennium urbanization of the arid Syrian steppe.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Some of the most famous, yet enigmatic and poorly understood, sites in Near Eastern
archaeology are known as the kranzhügeln. “Kranzhügel” was the term German explorer Max
von Oppenheim gave to a number of North Syrian, “wreath-shaped” sites upon their discovery
early last century (Oppenheim 1933; Moortgat-Correns 1972). The kranzhügel, or “wreathmound,” settlement type refers to a “circular shape with a fortified [and elevated] upper as well
as lower town” (Meyer 2007:131), or more simply “cup-and-saucer shaped” (Castel and
Peltenberg 2007:611). Despite the apparent distinctiveness of these sites, as a group, the overall
number, geographic distribution, and structural-morphological variation of kranzhügel sites
remains largely undefined. Particularly, despite the historical interest and continual mention of
the kranzhügel sites throughout most contemporary Near Eastern scholarship, it is interesting to
note that no one to date has made an exhaustive catalog of these sites or performed an analysis of
the range of variation inherent in their morphology and associated features. In fact, the
qualifications and exact number of kranzhügel sites varies by author (McClellen and Porter
1995:50). What distinguished kranzhügeln from other circular and contemporary sites? Are these
differences quantitatively as well as visually discernable? Is kranzhügel a legitimate category?
What makes it so? Several scholars have expressed their doubts as to the validity the term
kranzhügel (subtly evident in the use of quotes and the term “so-called”), but on the whole it
remains to be addressed to what extent the category, or phenomenon, of kranzhügel is
meaningful both to us as scholars and in the Early Bronze Age (EBA).
1.1 The Traditional Kranzhügel Definition
One of the most pressing questions to be addressed in this thesis (and in future studies
involving these sites) is what currently distinguishes a kranzhügel from other sites in current and
1

previous studies. In the traditional understanding of kranzhügeln, the sites are usually described
as large third millennium sites with double concentric walls located in the (semi-)arid regions
between the Balikh and Khabur Rivers (e.g. Meyer 2007:129 and Crawford 2004). Perhaps the
only scholar who has attempted to explicitly define the kranzhügel category is Lyonnet (2009)
who outlines three criteria that distinguish kranzhügeln from other contemporary sites: 1)
architectural similarity (including size, which she states is larger than most contemporary sites in
the same area), 2) location exclusively in Northern Mesopotamia where previous settlement was
rare (namely, clustered around the Wadi Hammar region and surrounding the Jebel Abd al-Aziz
as indicated Figure 1) , and 3) location in a cultural zone not dominated by “Ninevite 5” Ware1
(2009:181–182).2

Wadi Hammar

Jebel Abd al-Aziz

Figure 1. EBA Sites Mentioned in Text.
1

“Ninvite V [is] a term that covers a range of painted and incised/ excised wares first
documented in the deep sounding at Nineveh (Campbell Thompson and Mallowan
1933)…which constituted the predominant form of settlement across the Northern
Mesopotamian landscape” (Matney 2012:562).
2
These three criteria will be critiqued at length in subsequent sections of the thesis.
2

In terms of architectural similarity, thanks to recent
geophysical surveys at Tell Chuera (Meyer 2007; Meyer
2010a), Tell al-Rawda (Castel and Gondet 2004; Castel and
Peltenburg 2007), and Tell Sheir’at (Gondet and Benech
2009) coupled with more intensive excavations at Tell
Beydar, Tell Chuera, and Tell al-Rawda, features beyond a
shared morphology are being revealed which have
produced a picture of their general, and in some cases
specific, internal urban fabric. For example, limited
excavations at two of these sites, Tell Beydar and Tell

Figure 2. Typical kranzhügel schematic
meant to be representative of all
kranzhügel sites (Crawford 2004:125)

Chuera, reveal the presence of either a central acropolis with a platform-temple and palace or
central town square, in both cases, connected to outlying domestic quarters by way of radial
streets (Ristvet 2005:68). These more detailed glimpses into urban structures have allowed
archaeologists to begin to achieve a more nuanced definition of what is encompassed by the
designation kranzhügel at least for a few specific sites.
Besides these specific cases (where Tell al-Rawda and Tell Sher’at are typically
considered similar urban sites to Chuera and Beydar, but not as official kranzhügeln), however,
the kranzhügel sites, as a category of site, are typically thought of and represented as a
schematized, uniform group (e.g. see schematic Figure 2). Thus, until recently, they have
undergone little systematic investigation beyond morphological and geographical
generalizations.3 In fact, it is typical throughout the literature for scholars to list one to three of

3

Additionally, McClellen and Porter (1995:50) are still correct in noting that the “exact number
of kranzhügel sites varies from author to author (Moortgat-Correns 1972; 1995:50; Lebeau
1990).”
3

the most distinctive sites and mention that there are about a dozen more, but provide no further
elaboration (e.g, Lyonnet 2009:181; Matney 2012:564; Fleming 2004:219–220). The underlying
assumption is that one or two sites (typically Chuera and Beydar) are representative of all other
sites; that the basic morphological characteristics of any one particular site as well as the term
kranzhügel are broad enough to address all other kranzhügeln, yet also limited enough to
characterize these sites as a unique classification. Even a cursory analysis of kranzhügel spatialdistribution and morphology as it is visible on satellite imagery (discussed in the next section),
however, reveals that these supposedly homogenous sites are much more varied than their
traditional definition presumes.
1.2 Objectives
This thesis seeks to compile, compare, and analyze the “kranzhügel phenomenon” in
terms of site morphology, structural variations, and spatial and environmental distribution –
firstly and most specifically, by creating a comprehensive, descriptive and visual catalog of
known, hypothesized, and new potential sites for quantitative as well as qualitative comparison.
Creation of a catalog that includes both geographic distribution and morphological
characteristics – that is, both regional and intra-site data – is efficiently possible using satellite
imagery in a GIS platform. Declassified Cold War-era CORONA spy satellite imagery, which
was recently made available from University of Arkansas’ CORONA Atlas of the Middle East
CORONA Atlas of the Middle East (http://corona.cast.uak.edu), is useful for a number of
reasons. Not only is CORONA imagery valuable for its historical perspective, but it is also
particularly well suited for visualizing the mounded archaeological features of Northern
Mesopotamia. This investigation represents the first visual and descriptive cataloging all of third
millennium kranzhügel and kranzhügel-like sites, a task which was not really possible before the
4

existence of the CORONA Atlas. In fact, it can be hypothesized that if this resource had been
available to earlier scholars, this thesis would not need to address the problematic kranzhügel
category.
It will be demonstrated herein that the term kranzhügel is misleading and should no
longer be utilized in the manner in which in it currently being implemented. The term kranzhügel
is not used simply refer to a number of sites with similar morphologies, kranzhügel is also meant
to imply a number of associations (notably, the “kranzhügel-culture”) and used as evidence to
support grander theories without questioning these underlying implications and assumptions of
this grouping. That is, kranzhügel is used by scholars as both a descriptive and an interpretive
term, but it is rarely recognized that it has these two connotations. Additionally, it is
acknowledged here that a number of sites do in fact fit the wreath-mound description, but many
sites (some that exhibit kranzhügel-like morphology and some that do not) are varyingly
accepted into or rejected from the kranzhügel category without explanation or justification. One
of the most important reasons for this is that there is simply a lack of excavation and other
studies performed on sites generally regarded as being part of this group. This study seeks to
address the problem of what sites have been or could potentially be classified as kranzhügeln
through a comprehensive compilation of kranzhügel sites.
Secondly, with a catalog compiled, a comparative, multivariate exploration, and analysis
of this so-called “kranzhügel phenomenon,” will result in a more nuanced understanding of what
is meant by and the variation encompassed within the term kranzhügel on multiple scales - from
regional to intra-site levels. The objective is not only to address the need to be explicit
terminologically and otherwise, but also to demonstrate that the picture presented by the
traditional kranzhügel description does not reflect reality. The goals of this part of the thesis then

5

are twofold: to quantitatively demonstrate the variability present in kranzhügel-like sites and then
to suggest alternate hypotheses based on the new data. Results of the analysis are of significance
to Near Eastern scholarship because they address one of the key trends in the region’s settlement
history that archaeologists and philologists currently use in their reconstruction of third
millennium BC politics and socio-economics. In order to make certain that the results presented
herein are based on as little speculation as possible, this thesis utilizes quantitative data and
analyses.4 As only two kranzhügel-like sites have been excavated, this thesis relies largely on
remote sensing-based datasets to demonstrate site morphological variation in order to build an
updated classification scheme for the sites as a group as well as to analyze the relationships and
correlations among site morphological features, site metrics, and local environmental variables.
The research presented here is not meant to be an exhaustive study of how the kranzhügel
sites functioned in the broader third millennium context. Rather, the goal is to fulfill the
objectives already mentioned and attempt to answer a few specific questions unequivocally (e.g.
define terms and classifications) in order to corroborate earlier studies and to lay the groundwork
for more sophisticated investigations into what Akkermans and Schwartz (2003:256) term the
“kranzhügel problem” - the enigmatic, short-lived third millennium urbanization of the arid
Syrian steppe. Results will contribute to reconstructions of the social, political, and economic
forces which originally shaped the built environments of the third millennium BC.
2 PREVIOUS STUDIES
2.1 Introduction

4

e.g. If it can be shown that there is no correlation between kranzhügel locations and
environmental zone, then it can be definitely said that some other factor or group of factors
responsible for their location pattern (e.g. socio-economics).
6

Several methods were utilized over the course of thesis research, but before any analysis
took place it was necessary to conduct an extensive literature review of all scholarship pertaining
to the kranzhügel phenomenon in general and any kranzhügel site in particular. From a
superficial review of the literature it might appear that an explanation of the kranzhügel
phenomenon is the issue at hand, but in reality, the literature reveals the much more basic issue is
whether the term and concept kranzhügel is useful. In other words, on the surface archaeologists
seem to agree on the traditional term and concept of kranzhügel (as defined previously), but a
more in depth investigation reveals that usage of the term kranzhügel is surprisingly inconsistent,
sometimes even contradictory, with the number sites and thus exact definition varying from
author to author. The literature is, therefore, gleaned for all references to sites designated as
kranzhügeln as well as any qualifications for those definitions. The results are displayed in
tabular form in Table 1. The fact that a comprehensive and historical overview of these sources
was not assembled until now5 has resulted in an obscuring of the definition and concept of
kranzhügel. Consequently, in addition to a literature review, a recounting of the history of
kranzhügel studies, especially the origin of the term kranzhügel, will be important for
understanding why and how archaeologists continue to utilize the term.
2.2 History of Kranzhügel Scholarship to 1990
2.2.1 Early explorations: 1850-1954
Until the later third of the 20th century, the Syrian Jezirah6 received decidedly limited

5

Kouchoukos (1998) contains a brief historical review of kranzhügel studies, but he is primarily
concerned with reconstructing Western Jazireh socio-economics via the interaction of geological
and climatic systems. In other words, he studied and evaluated the context of the sites, but not
the sites themselves.
6
The Jezirah (Arabic for “island” since it is located between the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers) is
another term for the upper Mesopotamian plain that extends into northwest Iraq, northeast Syria,
and southwest Turkey. This region is characterized as a relatively flat, semi-arid steppe that
7

archaeological attention compared to other regions of the ancient Near East. Beginning in the
late 1960s and early 1970s, countless archaeologists were contracted to the middle Euphrates as
conducted during that time are the most relevant to this study since he was the first person to take
note of the large EBA tells with double fortification systems located around the Jebel Abd
al’Aziz mountain range.7 He labeled these sites, kranzhügeln (Oppenheim 1933; Warburton
1985:16). Although subsequent surveyors of these EBA cities made no such classificatory
designation, instead preferring descriptor phrases such as “tell à double enceinte” (“tell with a
double enclosure;” van Liere and Lauffray 1954:140, 148) and “talls with circular defenses,”
(Mallowan 1946:119), Near Eastern archaeologists continue to use the title, or sobriquet-madeappellation: kranzhügel.
Shortly after von Oppenheim’s terrestrial surveys, Father Antoine Poidebard, a French
Jesuit priest and pioneer in aerial photography, conducted an aerial and terrestrial survey of Syria
in search of Roman limes (Poidebard 1927; Poidebard 1937). Among his aerial photographs of
Roman forts and roads are snapshots of a few of the kranzhügel sites, namely Tell Aswad Foqani
(mislabeled ‘Tell Bati’), Tell Beydar, Tell Mu’azzar, and Malhat ed-Deru (see Figure 3;
Poidebard 1937). Perhaps Poidebard’s most important contribution to pre-Classical archaeology
was his observation of the linear features now known as “hollow ways” (Wilkinson 1993;
Casana 2013) radiating away from Bronze Age tells (see section 5.3.5 for more explanation of
these features and their relationship to kranzhügel sites; Poidebard 1927). Several years later, Sir
Max Mallowan published a summary report of the Excavations on the Balih Valley, 1938 where

supports dry farming with between 200 and 600 mm of rainfall annually (Akkermans and
Schwartz 2003:5).
7
Extracts of von Oppenheim’s unpublished notes can be found in Moortgat-Coorens 1972: 2660.
8

SITE

9

Abu Shahat, Tell
Aswad Foqani, Tell
Beydar, Tell
Bogha, Tell
Charab Sejer
Chuera, Tell (Harabe)
Dehlis, Tell
Ghadjar al-Kebir, Tell el
Hamam Gharbi (W), Tell
Hamam Sharqi (E), Tell
K156 - n/a
Khansir
Khanza
Mabtuh Gharbi (W), Tell
Mabtuh Sharqi (E), Tell
Mahrum
Malet ed-Deru
Mari (Hariri, Tell)
Metjaha
Mosti, Tell
Mu'azzar, Tell
Qle'ah
Mughr, Tell
Sha'Ir
Zahamak

Van Liere and Moortgart-Coorens
Lauffray 1954
1972

Warburton
1985

Abu Shaykhat 2. T. Abu Schachat
N
T. Bedar
Bogha
T. Bogha

Abu Shaiha

Khoueyrah
Delhis

Khanzir
Mabtouh
Makhroum
Malha

1. T. Chuera
T. Dehliz
N

McClennan & Porter
1995

Kouchoukos
1998

N

Burke 2008

Meyer 2010

WH2

3. Abu Sheikha

Abu Sahat

Abu Schachat T. Abu Schachat

Baidar
Bauga

9. Beidar
5. Bogha

Beydar

WH4

Beydar
Bugha

Huwaira
Dihliz

1. Khuwayra
Daliz

WH1

1. Chuera
2. Dilhiz

Chuera

Chuera

Gagar al Kabir N

K162
107. Hammam
K161
K156
3. T. Chanzir
Hanzir
3. Khanzir
WH3
20. Khazna
K157
4. T. Mabtuh West Mabtuh Garbi 18. Mabtah W.
K151
6. T. Mabtyh Ost
Mabtuh Sharqi 21. Mabtah E.
K128
(possible)
K180
8. T. Malhet ed Deru Malhat al-Diru 112. Malhat Adh-Dharu K280

N
7. Muazzar
(possible)
5. T. el Magher

Pruss 2000

2. Abu Shahat
58. Aswad Foqani
46. Baydar
4. Bugha

Metiaha
Mu'azzer
Qleyat

Lyonnet 1998

Musti
Mu'azzara

22. Mu'azzer

Mugair

19. Mughar

K039
WH5
K155
K281
L282

4. Khanzir
6. Mabtah Gharbi Mabtuh (W)
8. Mabtuh Sharqi Mabtuh (O)

Khanzir

T. Beidar (w/o)
T. Bagha (w/o)
Charab Sejar
T. Chuera
T Dehlis (w/o)
T. el Ghadjar al Kebir

T. Chansor

Mabtuh Garbi T. Mabluh
Mabtuh Sharqi T. Mabluh (Ost)
Mahrum
T. Machrum (w/o)
13. Malhat el-Deru Malhat ad-Daru
Malet ed Deru
14. Mari
Metjaha
10. Musti
12. Mu'azzar
Mu'azzar
Muazzar
T. Muazzar
N
Glea
T. Bie'a/Bi'a (pos)
7. Mugair
Magir
Maghr
T. Magher (w/o)

Table 1. Kranzhügel Citations by Source.

Figure 3. Poidebard Poidebard's 1920s Aerial Photographs. Top left: Tell Aswad Foqani and
Roman (?) Fort Poidebard 1934, Pl. CXXXIX, mislabeled Tell Bati). Top Right: Malhat edDeru (Pointebard, 1937 from Moortget-Coorens 1972). Bottom row: Tell Mu’azzar and Tell
Beydar (Poidebard 1934, Pl. CXXXV).
he mentioned only in passing his observations of several “massive” tells enclosed by large
circular ramparts in the dryer and more barren portions of the North Syrian steppe west of the
Khabur (1946:113). Among his list are the sites T. Bogha, T. Abu Shachat, T. Delhis and then, as
perhaps being related, he listed T. Baindar (T. Beydar), T. Mu’ezzar, and T. Bati. He noted that
the area appeared to have been just as scarcely populated in antiquity as it was at the time of his
observation. He additionally hypothesized that,
“the heavy defenses may have been constructed as a safeguard against nomad marauders:
it is not likely that the fortifications were the work of local dynasts…[and he hoped his
10

references would] lead to further archaeological examinations of one or more of these
talls, which almost invariably lie in difficult and waterless country where labour is not
easy to obtain” (Mallowan 1946:119).
Of the sites Mallowan hoped to see further explored, only one, Tell Beydar, has ever been
excavated.8
The first post-World War II activity in the Syrian Jezirah was a Syrian Government
initiated collaborative study and catalog of the antiquities, tells, and ancient route-ways in the
region.9 This survey, primarily accessible in an interim report titled, Nouvelle prospection
archéologique dans la Haute Jezirah syrienne, was led by agronomist, W. J. Van Liere, and J.
Lauffray, on behalf of the Syrian Antiquity Service (van Liere and Lauffray 1954:16, 25). In
terms of aerial photographs, van Liere and Lauffray’s aim for this survey was to fill in some of
the gaps left by Poidebard (since he was primarily interested in Roman limes and missed several
key sites such as Tell Chuera, and Tell Hamoukar) and to take photographs in a more systematic
and standardized manner (which was then possible due to technological advances made since the
1920s; van Liere and Lauffray 1954:130–131). The two most readily available aerial
photographs of this survey are of Tell Bogha and Tell Mabtah Sharqi. Additionally, they
developed a classification system of fortified tells (general four types) in which, it should be
8

Warburton suggests that “while extolling its virtues, most archaeologists have very probably
been discouraged from attempting more intensive excavations by the lack of references in the
traditional literature of antiquity, which has directed most of the financial support to the better
established areas of the southern Jazireh and the Syro-Palestinian coast” (1985:15).
Stol, however, suggest that the Mt. Dibar mentioned in a few cuneiforms text refers to the Jebel
Abd al-Aziz mountain range. The most notably reference is Naram-Sin of Akkad’s conquering of
a the nearby residence of Mt. Dibar ca. 2250 BC (Stol 1979:25–30). He argues that first, of the
three mountains mentioned in the Assyrian texts, the Jebel Abd al –Aziz was the only one which
may have once housed Terebinth trees as Mt. Dibar is described as having. Second, the fact that
Mt. Dibar is given a personal (theophoric?) name, indicates that it was would not have been
located in too distant a place where it would have been unknown to people living in the Tigris
valley (as perhaps the Anti-Lebanon range would have been; Stol 1979).
9
Lauffray also dug a few test trenches at Tell Chuera in 1955, but large-scale excavations did
begin until Anton Moortgat’s campaigns starting in 1958 (Warburton 1985:24).
11

especially noteworthy in this case, they chose not to use the German term, kranzhügel. Not only
did they avoid the term kranzhügel (which might be understandable given post- and even preWorld War II French-German hostility), but they also classified the now-known kranzhügel sites
into two distinct groups as well as classifying a third, possibly related group. Only fortified tell
Types I-III are relevant to this discussion. “Type I” included sites with a truncated, or platform,
cone where the defensive system is near the edge of the mound. There are two variants of Type I
sites, those sites whose defenses for a regularized (central plan), circular, or polygonal shape
(e.g. Tell Aswad Foqani east of the Khabur and Tell Qle’at west of the Khabur) and sites whose
defenses form irregular shapes (e.g. Tell Bati). “Types II” sites were classified as those that also
had platformed tells but whose defenses were far from the central mound (e.g. Tell Brak; Tell
Khochi and Tell Hadhail - sites located at south of the Jebel Sinjar which appear
morphologically similar to those around the Jebel ‘Abd al-Aziz aside from this morphological
difference. Lastly, “Type III” sites are essentially a combination of Types I-II. They exhibit two
platformed tells with defenses along the inner and outer platforms (according to van Liere and
Lauffray e.g. all major tells west of the Khabur, Tell Chuera, Mu’azzar, and Malcha; van Liere
and Lauffray 1954:133–134). While “Type III” generally represents the “classic kranzhügel”
morphology, in reality, the currently generally agreed-upon sites in the kranzhügel group
represent a combination of Type I and III sites. The last published statements concerning these
“tells with a double enclosures” as a group until they officially reemerge as the kranzhügel again
in 197210 were van Liere and Lauffray’s theories concerning their origin and relationship to one
another. They state,
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Only the excavators of Tell Chuera were publishing the excavation highlights from the late
1950s through the 1960s (Mitchell 1963; Moortgat 1962; Moortgat 1960a; Moortgat 1960b;
Parrot 1963; Parrot 1965; Parrot 1967; Parrot 1961a; Parrot 1961b).
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“All these fortified cities which are not found to the east, seem to belong to the same
civilization. It seems that only an authoritarian political power, with a large workforce,
could be capable of imposing a systematic planning on a whole region. The most
important of these tells are south of Jebel Abd al-'Aziz tells Malha, Mu’azzar, Makhroum
and Metiaha; both in the North tells Mabtouh, Bogha, Khanzir, Abu Shaykhat, Qleyat,
Delhis and especially the immense tell Khoueyrah [Tell Chuera]. There is no doubt that
these kind of tells overflowed into Turkey and east of Tell Delhis outside the area
currently being photographed. Tell Khoueyrah…seems to have been the commanding
political center of the whole system of circular tells (which may be Mitanni in origin).
Continued excavations, we hope, shall settle the important problem” (van Liere and
Lauffray 1954:140).11
While work has gone into excavating a few of these sites, in truth, as a group, they have only
recently been considered beyond the conjectures described in the above statements (see
discussion in Recent Scholarship section).
2.2.2 Period of Renewed Interest: 1955-1990
Up to a point, it can be said that there were two scholarly trajectories operating in this
“period of renewed interest” concerning the use of the term and concept kranzhügel: one that
unreflectively assumes its existence as a category or cultural unit and one that avoids the term
entirely. The former includes von Oppenheim himself, van Liere and Lauffray,12 the excavators
of Tell Chuera (especially Orthmann and Moortgat), Moortgat-Coorens, Warburton, and Lebeau
and the latter group, who avoid the term kranzhügel, includes Kühne and Oates. By the end of
11

Original French text: “Toutes ces villes fortes qui ne se retrouvent pas à l'Est, paraissent
appartenir à une même civilisaton. Il semble que seul un pouvoir politique autoritaire, disposant
d'une nombreuse main d'œuvre, ait pu être capable d'imposer un urbanisme aussi systématique à
toute une région. Les plus importants de ces tells sont, au sud du Jebel Abd el-Aziz les tells
Malha, Mouazar, Makhroum et Metiaha; au Nord les deux tells Mabtouh, Bogha, Khanzir, Abou
Shaykhat, Qleyat, Delhis et surtout l'immense tell Khoueyrah. Il n'y a pas de doute que ce type de
tells déborde en Turquie et à l'Est du tell Delhis, hors de la zone actuellement photographiée. Le
tell Khoueyrah… nous parait avoir été le centre politique qui commandait tout le système des
tells circulaires…[considérés comme mitaniens]…Les fouilles en cours, espérons - le,
trancheront cet important problème” (van Liere and Lauffray 1954:140)
12
Despite that fact that van Liere and Lauffray classify the kranzhügeln into different
morphological categories, they nonetheless conclude that they all belong to the same civilization
under the control of an authoritarian power (cf. block quote in previous section; van Liere and
Lauffray 1954: 140).
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this period of kranzhügel studies, however, the basic premises of the problematic usage of
kranzhügel were well established and accepted throughout most of Near Eastern scholarship. The
following section is a description of that development.
Except for the Tell Chuera excavation reports, which were published almost every year in
the 1960s, nearly twenty years passed without a publication relating particularly to the
kranzhügel phenomenon13 (and close to thirty years passed without a publication that seriously
addressed the subject in English). Moortgat-Coorens’ 1972 book on the statuary and stele of
northeast Syria broke the twenty-year silence. In this publication she included excerpts and
sketches of Max von Oppenheim’s previously unpublished journals which sparked renewed
scholarly interest in the kranzhügeln group and other sites in the region.
The first historical summary of kranzhügel studies and articulated list of kranzhügel sites
in English is found in David Warburton’s chapter, Previous Archaeological Work in the Habur
Region of the Tall al-Hamiya excavation report, volume I. This list was taken from MoortgatCooren’s 1972 volume, which contains excerpts from von Oppenheim’s previously unpublished
journals. Since Warburton simply repeated this list without any explanation for the grouping
besides that previous scholars had called then kranzhügeln, it may be said that both MoortgatCoorens and Warburton were simply relating von Oppenheim’s original assertion that these sites
should be considered a group. This also indicates, however, that these two authors were, perhaps
inadvertently, perpetuating an idea that had never been properly scrutinized from its inception.
In his 1983 article, Tall Malhat ed-Deru: Eine Station auf dem Wege nach kappadokie
Kappadokien? (Tall Malhat ed-Deru: A station on the way to Cappadocia), Kühne reckoned that
he was the first archaeologist to set foot inside Malhat ed-Deru (1978) since von Oppenheim’s
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1929 explorations (Kühne 1983). Having visited the site and seeing the remoteness of its
location, he immediately wondered what economic foundation existed which would have been
able to support such a large site in such an inaccessible location. He found both agricultural and
animal-based economic explanations inadequate since neither would have been able to support a
large site (based on the limited resources of the site’s immediate environs). He favored instead
the idea that Malhat ed-Deru was an important inter-regional trading post. His primary support
for this hypothesis and for the existence of this site, is that it lies on the most direct (though
perhaps uncommon) route through the desert from Assur to Cappadocia (i.e. Kar Tukulti Ninurta
and Kültepe Kanesh).14 In addition to ceramic evidence from the survey collection that revealed
that the site was predominately occupied in the EBA, but it also showed signs of significant
activity in the Middle Bronze Age (only ceramically attested) and again in the Iron Age, Kühne
also argues that this route is at least plausible based on route reconstructions from textual
sources. Kühne’s work at Malhat ed-Deru represents one of the first attempts to incorporate one
of the currently agreed-upon kranzhügel sites into broader, inter-regional discussions. It is
notable that he does not refer to this site as a kranzhügel, he does not mention any other
kranzhügel site, nor does he attempt to tie his ideas into a larger kranzhügel phenomenon. This is
perhaps one of the reasons his ideas concerning the site have largely been forgotten.
Much like Kühne (1983), Oates (1985) also choses to avoid the term kranzhügel and
concrete classifications. Instead, Oates states that fortified third millennium sites are highly
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If Kuhne is correct about this Old Assyrian trade route passing south of the Jebel Sinjar and
through Malhat ed-Deru, it might explain the existence of several similar wall sites at the base of
the Jebel Sinjar (e.g. Tell Khoshi and Tell Hadhail). See
At least two of these sites, Tell Khoshi and Tell Hadhail, may exhibit similar construction
techniques to Malhat ed-Deru, although they only have a single instead of a double fortification
system. David Oates dates these sites to the later part of the third, or latest, to the beginning of
the second millennium BC (Oates 1985:589).
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variable, ranging in size from “as little as 7 to as much as 90 hectares…Nor do they conform to a
standard pattern [of fortification], although a significant [and perhaps conspicuous] number of
those in the range up to 30 hectares have polygonal, sometimes almost precisely hexagonal,
outlines with a central mound” (Oates 1985:587). Additionally, the fortification walls at the
various sites do not date to a single period or one phase of construction. It can only be said that
“when we have any evidence they appear to fall in the late third or early second millennium”
(Oates 1985:593). It may seem that Oates’ use of the term “polygonal” for third millennium
fortified sites is the English equivalent of the German kranzhügel and linguistically this would be
true. However, while von Oppenheim perhaps only intended kranzhügel analogously to Oates’
use of polygonal, kranzhügel has since come to designate not only a morphological
characteristic, but also a specific subgroup of sites in a specific region which are additionally
implied to be culturally related and incepted. Oates, on the other hand, is referring more to the
fact the beginning in the third millennium, sites across the Near East began to exhibit polygonal
fortifications [likely as part of the larger “second urban revolution” (Akkerman and Schwartz
2003)]. He functionally interprets these fortifications as places of refuge and/or the result of
political prestige. (Oates 1985:591-593).
In contrast to Kühne and Oates’ work, Lebeau (1990) wrote a historical summary of the
Bronze Age Upper Mesopotamia in which he not only directly acknowledged the term
kranzhügel, but also made several important points which continue to be utilized in
contemporary scholarship in favor of a kranzhügel phenomenon. He notes that the kranzhügel
distribution corresponds almost exactly with the same area as the Metallic Ware (“Chuera
Type”) ceramic distribution. Additionally, he argues that the average distance between the
almost linear distribution of kranzhügel sites north of the Jebel Abd al-Aziz was about the
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distance of an average daily journey. He also goes so far as to term the kranzhügel sites cities
with morphologically “canonical concentric circles” (“véritables cités, dont la morphologie
canonique est fondée sur le tracé de cercles concentriques”), the most typical being Tell Beydar
which is composed of four concentric zones (outer wall, lower town, upper town, and acropolis;
Lebeau 1990:281). He concludes, agreeing also with Orthmann’s (1986) similar interpretations
concerning the origins of Tell Chuera [which are also in agreements with van Liere and
Lauffray’s (1954) interpretive ideas], that these observations are consistent not only of these site
being part of the same culture, but they also indicate that the presence of a central authority
(Lebeau 1990:281; Orthmann 1986:62).
Thus, despite assertions for avoiding the term kranzhügel by a few scholars of the Near
East (unfortunately these scholars only ever indirectly implied these sentiments), the term was
adopted and continually reinforced. Additionally, the excavators of Tell Chuera seem to have
had no qualms about using the term in their publication or concerns for the implications of its
uncritical usage. Thus the lack of terminological reflection as well as the generally widespread
support for the term at the only excavated kranzhügel site appear to have been enough for the
term to be readily adopted in the following decades.15
Shortly after Lebeau’s comments concerning Tell Beydar and a kranzhügel-culture, the
excavations commenced at Tell Beydar (1992), only the second kranzhügel ever to be excavated
(Bretschneider and Van Lerberghe 1997). Additionally, in 1994-1995, Hole and Kouchoukos
began surveying the region surrounding and north of the Jebel Abd al’Aziz (Hole and
Kouchoukos in press; Kouchoukos 1998; Hole 2002). Until their work this region remained a
largely blank area on the map. Their survey, in conjunction with the growing body of excavated
15

Solidified in the next phase – Section entitled “The Kranzhügel Problem” in Akkermans and
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material, ushered in the era of modern kranzhügel scholarship when archaeologists had
accumulated a sufficient amount of regional data (including surveys, excavations, and
establishment of regional ceramic chronologies) to provide a serious context from which to make
further examinations of the kranzhügel sites.
2.3 Recent Scholarship (1990-Present): Kranzhügel Studies
As discussed in the previous section, during the initial documentation and cursory
investigations of the kranzhügel sites, they earned their name by seeming to reveal a high degree
of similarity in spatial form (Smith’s [2007] ‘standardization’). As the result of almost a century
of scholarship that included terrestrial survey projects16 and aerial and satellite remote sensing,
the general morphology of most of the kranzhügel sites is thought to be known and accepted by
archaeologists – hence their perpetuated appellation. Unfortunately, archaeologists have rarely
examined the variation of their morphologies to test if the “the kranzhügel” designation is
appropriate. In fact, although aerial photographs of these sites have been available since the
1920s, the analyses conducted in this thesis represent the first attempt to use satellite imagery to
reveal and quantitatively compare the general structure of these sites. Moreover, on the intra-site
scale, archaeologists have conducted limited excavations17 at only three of the designated
kranzhügel sites and only recently, geophysical surveys at two of those same sites. Thus, prior to
the recent geophysical surveys (and even with them since there has not been extensive groundtruthing – discussed later), there are no extensive, excavated architectural plans on which to
perform the quantitative techniques of spatial analysis, techniques which might shed light on the
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e.g., Kouchoukos 1998; Hole and Kouchoukos: in press; Warbuton 1985; Moorgat-Correns
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Unlike the broad exposure excavation conducted in the earlier portions of the last century in
Southern Mesopotamia.
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potential social interactions and contexts of social (re)production (e.g. access graphs, axial maps,
and visibility analyses; cf. Fisher 2009:339; Cutting 2003).
Regrettably, as an artifact of limited investigation, archaeologists have developed some
theoretical and conceptual baggage surrounding the kranzhügel sites. Apparent structural
similarity, coupled with general contemporaneity,18 has resulted in their subsequent lumping into
a category that flattens and diminishes their variation in form, size, and location (a category
which may in fact exist only as a theoretical and categorical construct). The enigmatic
phenomenon of third millennium urbanization into the fringe epitomized by these sites may very
well have been driven by a single-minded or united impetus, but it does not necessarily follow
that the sites are devoid of considerable variation in form and function. George Cowgill argues
that a “mischievous property of the English language is that routine use of the definite article
encourages us to speak unthinkingly of “the” city and “the” state. This leads us toward reification
and essentialization of categories and creates unnecessary conceptual difficulties” (Cowgill
2004: 525). I argue that this is also the case with “the” kranzhügeln. It is not that they cannot be
considered a related phenomenon, but that there is a great deal of variation lost in their
conceptualization and framing as “the Kranzhügeln.”
Kranzhügel was originally a descriptive term used to refer to the general morphology of a
few sites in northern Syria. The lack of distinctiveness and explicitness of term (historically),
however, has led to its more interpretive use - to the extent that archaeologists now talk in terms
of a kranzhügel phenomenon or problem. That is, kranzhügeln are referred to as if they
represented a unified cultural unit isolated from other contemporary sites (when it clearly does
not) or as a categorically distinct group into which sites can be added or removed. In terms of the
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sites that are designated kranzhügeln, the literature is generally inconsistent and sometimes
contradictory (likely because the descriptive and interpretive uses of the term are often used
interchangeably). Perhaps scholars continue to utilize the term kranzhügel, sometimes
descriptively and other times interpretively, because they are unaware, not only of these
terminological inconsistencies, but also of the variability in kranzhügeln morphology and
geographic distribution.
Since no one has created a comprehensive catalog of these and other circular sites or
actually documented and analyzed their morphological and geographic variances, kranzhügel
continues to be an obscure and unhelpful term. Therefore, this thesis presents that catalog and
analysis in order to demonstrate kranzhügel variability, argue against the schematized and
interpretive view of these sites, and to corroborate earlier works that argue for a more integrated
(social, economic), yet unique (each site is unique manifestation) of a complex third millennium
system.
3 METHODS
3.1 Catalog Creation
Due to the fact that the definition of kranzhügel has yet to be sufficiently articulated and
kranzhügel designation varies by authors, many of the sites and much of the site data for this
project were collected from various sources (to name a few: Kouchoukos 1998, Lyonnet 1998,
Moortgart-Coorens 1972, and Meyer 2010), complied into a table organized, and sorted by
sourcing author (see Table 1). I collected four categories19 of sites for analysis based on
morphology and contemporaneity, which together represent all the known circular, or
kranzhügel-like, settlements in third millennium Northern Mesopotamia. These are: 1) generally
19
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the present study.
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accepted kranzhügel sites, 2) hypothesized kranzhügel sites, 3) central and west Syrian circular
sites, and 4) large contemporary, EBA walled settlements. The “generally accepted kranzhügel
sites” are those that are considered kranzhügeln by almost every scholar who has created a list of
kranzhügel sites. Hypothesized kranzhügel sites are sites that have at one time or another been
considered as part of the kranzhügel category. Central and west Syrian circular sites are not
considered as part of the previous category since most scholars regard these sites as a completely
separate phenomenon (despite the fact that they may be more kranzhügel-like than several other
accepted and hypothesized sites). Lastly, category four is composed of eight of the most wellknown, largest, fortified contemporary sites that are used for statistical and visual comparison
(not included in Table 1). Six of these contemporary sites are not circular and are therefore only
incorporated at the end of the official kranzhügel-like catalog. These sites are Tell Mardikh
(Ancient Ebla), Titriş Höyük, Kazane Höyük, Tell es-Sweyhat, Tell Leilan, and Tell Mozan,
Statistically speaking, the sites used in this comparative analysis are not meant to be
representative of all Near Eastern EBA sites (population).20 Rather, given the morphological
characteristics of the target population, the generally accepted and hypothesized kranzhügel sites
(i.e. relatively large EBA circular sites in northern Syria with double fortifications), comprise the
sampling frame of all known circular EBA sites (exhaustive - population) and a judgmental
sample of large, double walled (sometimes circular) contemporary sites. The category of
kranzhügel-like (hypothesized) sites may at times be considered as part of the judgment sample
and at other times part of the target sample. As mentioned previously, this is due to the nebulous
nature of kranzhügel. An additional criterion of this judgmental sample was that the included
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sites have been well studied by archaeologists and are well documented in the literature. 21 In
total 38 sites comprise the four categories. Of those 38, eleven are accepted kranzhügel sites,
eight are known, non-kranzhügel sites, and the remaining 19 are circular sites. Given the small
sample size, the results of the statistics are subject to higher standard error, but there is little to be
done as this represents the exhaustive list of circular EBA sites.
3.2 GIS AND CORONA
Within ArcGIS 10 software, sites were located on georeferenced Cold War-era
CORONA spy satellite imagery and digitized into a geodatabase. The CORONA imagery was
downloaded from the University of Arkansas’ CORONA Atlas of the Middle East, a public,
map-based website found at http://corona.cast.uak.edu (See Appendix A).22 Once located, site
area and perimeter were also collected by simply creating a polygon shapefile of each site (both
inner and outer portions where applicable), designating a field for each calculation in the feature
class attribute table, and then calculating the geometry of the each polygon in meters.
Comparisons of the area measured to the areas reported in various publications indicate that
measurements taken in ArcGIS are sufficiently accurate for the following analyses and statistical
texts (see Table 2).23
In addition to locating and digitizing the sites mentioned in previous scholarship, the
CORONA imagery was also utilized to conduct a visual survey of the “kranzhügel heartland”
area. This “kranzhügel heartland,” or region of the “kranzhügelkultur,” a term primarily used by
Meyer (1997:301), encompasses a region where the majority of the kranzhügel sites are located
21

Thus this analysis might also prove interesting to scholars particularly interested in those sites.
For more information on the history, uses, and potential of CORONA satellite imagery, see
(Casana, Cothren, and Kalayci 2012)
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This was corroborated and compared with reported sizes. Most of the measurements obtained
via ArcGIS were comparable with reported area to within 2 ha except for a few notable
discrepancies (e.g. Tell Hamam Sharqi and Tell Mahrum; see table 2).
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as well as the extent of third millennium ‘metallic ware’ distribution (see Figure 22; Pruß 2000;
Meyer 2007). This area was overlaid with a 10x10 km grid that was then systematically surveyed
for sites which exhibited kranzhügel-like characteristics. Any potential sites were recorded in the
geodatabase.
Finally, based on features visible in the CORONA imagery, a schematic drawing of each
site was created in Adobe Illustrator CS6. These schematics serve not only to clarify important
features visible in the imagery but also to aid the FIJI analysis explained in section 3.4 of the
methods section. The Illustrator drawings generally include fortification walls and ramparts, gate
or entry ways where visible, and presence of hollow ways within the field of view.
3.3 Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) Distribution
In order to explore the environmental settings of sites included in this study, this study
relies on an early version24 of Bunker’s (2013) NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index)
raster generated from the spatial and temporal aggregation of twelve years of NASA’s Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) multispectral imagery data. The raster
generated by Bunker (2013) and the results of this thesis are part of an ongoing, NASA-funded

Figure 4. NDVI Raster and Site Distribution. 14 zones (left) & 5 zones (right).
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Bunker’s (2013) work was conducted concurrently with this thesis and thus his final 250 x 250
m resolution raster was not utilized here.
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research project, “Settlement Systems and Environmental Change in the Northern Fertile
Crescent (Casana and Cothren 2013; NASA ROSES Space Archaeology grant NNX10AM39G),
where researchers have attempted to classify temporal patterns in vegetation health across the
Near East using a variety of remote sensing datasets. The analyses performed here serve as a
case study for the same NASA project.
This NDVI raster is composed of 6 x 6 km cells based on the calculated mean, minimum,
and maximum data NDVI signature – that is, on the intensity of the reflection signature but also
on the seasonality pattern. Fourteen distinct zones are delineated in the study area with distinct
spectral signatures which can be reduced to five for visualization purposes. These values should
not necessarily be considered rank data but as reflecting actual NDVI signatures. Using an NDVI
raster provides a more nuanced picture of the environmental zoning than rainfall isohyets (the
standard convention for representing rainfall) not only because of the raster format, but also the
NDVI itself displays actual vegetation (the product of effective rainfall) rather than merely the
potential for vegetation, i.e., rainfall. Thus, NDVI reveals the interaction between precipitation
and landscape, soil and topography, water flow, and actual vegetation growth, and therefore, for
example, indicated actual effective grazing or productive agricultural land rather than
precipitation alone. Particularly illustrative of this point is how Zone 3 (orange) wraps around the
south slopes of the Jebel Abd al-Aziz (Figure 4). The higher than expected NDVI reflectance in
this area is due to the relatively hospitable conditions for vegetation created by the confluence
between the rain shadow created by the Jebel Abd al-Aziz, soil types, and a shallow water table.
Kouchoukos’ (1998) identification of three kranzhügel sites in this Zone 3 belt thus seems less
anomalous than would otherwise be indicated by a simplistic isohyet map.
While NDVI considered superior to average rainfall in mm, rainfall was nonetheless
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utilized as variable. The primary reason for using precipitation values was hopefully to account
for the fact that there is a north-south climate gradient in the Jezirah is but an east-west gradient
in western Syria. These precipitation values were derived from Kalayci’s (2013) reconstructed
paleo-rainfall values which generated from a combination of modern NOAA annual rainfall
station data and the Soreq Cave sequence.
Once imported into ArcGIS 10, the sites are overlaid on both the precipitation and NDVI
rasters and their location in each respective zone is recorded in an Excel table. Site distribution
over both the 14 and five class raster and their relative frequencies in each zone are easily
calculated in Excel. Particularly, the subset distribution of the accepted kranzhügel sites is
compared against the NDVI distribution of all circular urban sites (including the kranzhügel
sites). Zone data is also used for comparison in the subsequent analyses performed in the R
statistical program (see Table 3 and Figure 6).
3.4 Circularity Index and Other Metric Comparisons
3.4.1 Circularity, Roundness, and Area Ratio
Due to the limited number of sites (~40) over a vast area, traditional spatial-based
analyses could not be performed. Instead, schematic drawings of each site were created
(quantified) from the CORONA satellite imagery in Adobe Illustrator CS6 for inter- and intrasite comparative metric analysis. These schematic drawings were then exported from Adobe
Illustrator in PNG format and imported into the open source image processing software, FIJI
(http://fiji.sc/About). FIJI is an acronym for Fiji Is Just ImageJ [Image Processing and Analysis
in Java (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/docs/index.html)].
The primary FIJI component used is roundness (inverse of aspect ratio). The equation for
calculating roundness is as follows where A is the area of a given polygon and M is the major
axis of that same polygon:
25

R = √(𝐴𝑖 𝜋/(𝑀𝑖2 /4)) or 4𝐴𝑖 /𝜋𝑀𝑖2
FIJI calculates the roundness index, or how close each sites’ inner and outer fortifications are to
a perfect circle, by calculating the longest and shortest distances within each shape (by fitting a
geometric curve within each shape) and comparing the length and width ratio of each curve from
0 to1. The roundness index, or ratio of measurements, in a perfect circle would be 1 since
measurements of the diameter of the circle taken at any two given locations within that circle
would be equal
The area calculations obtained from the FIJI statistical output were not in real world
coordinates and thus were not used. Since the measurements used from this program (namely
roundness) are dimensionless, scale is not a concern. The ratio of areas taken from ArcMap
however, is preferred since those measurements are in UTM coordinates and are used to
calculate a circularity index. The circularity index, which can also be defined as compactness
ratio since a circle is the most efficient compactness of area, is also calculated by imputing the
area and perimeter (taken from ArcMap 10) of each site into the following equation where C is
the circularity, or compactness ratio, A is the area of the polygon being calculated, and P is the
perimeter of the same polygon.25
C = √(𝐴𝑖 /(𝑃𝑖2 /4𝜋)) or 4𝜋𝐴𝑖 /𝑃𝑖2
Results from this calculation are also reported from 1 to 0 where 1 indicates a perfect circle and
values closer to 0 indicate an increasingly elongated, or less efficiently packed (in the case of
efficient compaction), shape. Once this equation is entered in Excel, the circularity of each site is
easily generated. This secondary method is utilized not only to ensure accuracy between the
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ArcMap 10 calculations and the FIJI statistical output, but also to demonstrate that there are
multiple, efficient methods for calculating circularity and area ratio.
3.4.2 R Statistical Input: Variable Conversion and Explanation
A summary of all the site structure metrics performed in this study is as follows: outer
fortification circularity index, roundness, area, inner fortification area, area ratio, perimeter, and
fortification type. The spatial and environmental variables are easting and northing,26 NDVI zone
(both the 14 and 5 class raster), and precipitation values (mm). Another supporting variables is
presence or absence of hollow ways. While some of these variables have already been explained
and are ready for quantitative comparison, others require further explanation.
Specifically, three types of fortification types are designated in this analysis: double
fortifications, single fortifications, and fortified tells. Double fortifications indicate sites that
have a fortified upper citadel and an outer fortification ring some distance from the upper tell.
This is the “classic kranzhügel” type. Both single fortification sites and fortified tells only exhibit
one clear fortification as far as can be discerned from satellite imagery. The difference between
these two types is interestingly that they each form one distinct part of the morphology necessary
to be a double fortification site where fortified tells are the built up citadels (these tend to be
small sites) and single fortification sites are like the large outer, lower fortification rings (with no
elevated citadel in the center). Double fortification sites are represented by a “2” while single
fortification sites and fortified tells are both represented by a “1.”
As categorical variables, geographic zone and certainty of inclusiveness (e.g.
“acceptance") in the kranzhügel category could not be used in the correlation matrixes and
dendrograms (described in the next section). However, an inclusiveness, or acceptance scale, is
used to determine which sites were and were not included for analysis in the kranzhügel-like
26

Decimal degrees are utilized instead of UTM coordinates since they are numerical only.
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category. Kranzhügel-like sites are considered those sites with a circularity index 0.9 or greater.
Within this category, sites are subdivided only for discussion purposes and for organizing the site
catalog as the eleven generally accepted kranzhügel sites, strongly hypothesized kranzhügel sites
(a strongly hypothesized sites is one that has been suggested as a kranzhügel by more than two
scholars), weakly hypothesized sites (supported by only one or two scholars), and the west
Syrian circular sites. Geographical zone is also a categorical variable used to visually divide the
sites for graphic and discussion purposes, but not in the correlation matrixes and dendrograms.
These geographic regions are the Middle Euphrates (Mari is the only site in this zone), Turkey,
western and central Syria, the Wadi Hammar region, Western or Upper Jezirah, the area north of
the Jebel Abd al-Aziz, and finally, the area south of the Jebel Abd al-Aziz and Jebel Sinjar
ranges. These zones are largely based on Kouchoukos’ (1998: 375-387) five geographic zones.
Presence or absence of hollow ways is a binary variable indicated by a 2 or 1, respectively. Zero
values are typically avoided where possible to circumvent converting them to small values
within the R program at a later stage.
The final ranked variable is dating. As ranked variables are better analyzed using Spearman’s
rho (as opposed to Pearson’s r) as well as the large degree of dating uncertainly for a number of
sites, Dating was not used in the quantitative analysis (although, where known, it is recorded in
the site catalog). Dating information was taken primarily from Kouchoukos (1998), although
individual sources on each site were also referenced. Kouchoukos (1998) has developed a
preliminary periodization for sites in the Yale Jezirah Survey area based on the survey ceramic
assemblages which he also compares to assemblages from the excavated Middle Khabur sites
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mentioned earlier (Ibid. 1998:367-373).27 This periodization distinguished four general ceramic
phases in the third millennium as follows: Early Jazirah I-II (ca. 2900-2600), Early Jazirah IIIab (ca. 2600-2300), Early Jazirah IIIc (ca. 2400-2300), and Akkadian period (ca. 2350-2150).
Kouchoukos (1998) divides these periods into an early (ca. 2900-2600) and late (ca. 2600-2300)
phase based on the fact that earlier phases are quite small or tend to be covered by the later phase
and after the later phase, sites in the region seem to be all but abandoned. Since most other
sources tend to divide the third millennium and site occupation in this way, the same dating
scheme is kept for all sites described in this study. Sites are given either an “E-L,” “E?-L,” “L,”
or “n/a” designation. With all these variables compiled in an Excel table (.CSV), they can now
be analyses for metric correlations, variability, and possible groupings.
3.4.3 Correlation Matrix Generation and Hierarchical Cluster Analysis
In order to compare the relationships of the various metrics and variables as well at their
importance in distinguishing the so-called kranzhügel sites from other similar sites, the
correlations between these variables are calculated (Burt, Barber, and Rigby 2009). This is done
in the R statistical software with a table of all the collected data. Before assessing the
relationships between variables, the data is prepared by removing “0” values, limiting the access
in the data table to numerical values, and then performing a logarithmic (base 10) transformation.
Calculating correlations, expressed as Pearson’s correlation coefficient, Pearson’s r (-1 ≤ r ≤ 1)
required this transformation for non-linear relationships. Then correlation matrixes are generated
using the rcorr( ) function in the Hmisc package (see Appendix B for R code).28 The rcorr( )

27

Since, as also mentioned earlier, no site around the Jebel Abd al-Aziz region has ever been
excavated.
28
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/Hmisc/index.html
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SITE

30

Mu'azzar, Tell
Dehlis, Tell
Mughr, Tell
Mabtuh Gharbi (W), Tell
Malet ed-Deru
Chuera, Tell (Harabe)
Beydar, Tell
Mabtuh Sharqi (E), Tell
Bogha, Tell
Abu Shahat
Khansir
Hadhail
Khoshi
Sweyhat, Tell esLeilan, Tell
Titriş Höyük
Ebla (Tell Mardikh)
Kazane Höyük
Mozan, Tell
Qle'ah (T. Bie'a?)
Sha'Ir
Hamam Gharbi (W), Tell
Aswad Foqani
Hamam Sharqi (E), Tell
Zahamak
Charab Sejar
Mahrum
Metjaha, Tell
K156 (n/a)*
Mosti, Tell (Abu Khadraf,
Tell?)
Ghadjar al Kebir, Tell elKhanza*
Mari (Hariri, Tell)*
Sheir'at, Tell
Rawda, Tell elSour, Tell esMishrefeh, Tell (Qatna)
Umm el-Marra

Area (ha) Area (ha)
Dating
Measured Reported
10.7
11 E-L
8.8
E?-L
11.9
10 E-L
26.6
27 E-L
31
33 E-L
69.7
65 E-L
19.8
20.9 E-L
40.8
44 E-L
17.3
18 E?-L
28.6
28 E?-L
32.9
33 E?-L
49.8
E-L
79.4
E-L
30.7
E?-L
71.6
E-L
33.5
32 E-L
47.8
E-L
84.5
E-L
145.7
E-L
15.7
16 E?-L
17.6
18 E?-L
9.5
10 E?-L
11.1
E?-L
16.1
11 E?-L
18.6
18 E?-L
2.8
E?-L
6.5
8L
2
8 E-L
7.3
6 E-L
46.1
18.6
9.9
105.7
25.2
20.2
29.8
29.4
18.2

E?-L
E?-L
6 E?-L
E-L
L
15 L
L
E?-L
E?-L

Hollow Ways Fortification Type

Region

Acceptance

Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y*
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N (?)
Y

Double Fortification
Fortified Tell
Double Fortification
Double Fortification
Double Fortification
Double Fortification
Double Fortification
Double Fortification
Fortification
Double Fortification
Double Fortification
Fortification
Fortification
Double Fortification
Double Fortification
Double Fortification
Double Fortification
Double Fortification
Double Fortification
Fortified Tell
Double Fortification
Fortified Tell +
Fortified Tell
Double Fortification
Fortified Tell +
Fortified Tell
Fortified Tell
Fortification
Double Fortification

S. Jebel Abd Al-Aziz
Wadi Hammar
N. Jebel Abd Al-Aziz
N. Jebel Abd Al-Aziz
S. Jebel Abd Al-Aziz
Wadi Hammar
Northern Jezireh
N. Jebel Abd Al-Aziz
Wadi Hammar
Wadi Hammar
N. Jebel Abd Al-Aziz
Southern Jebel Sinjar
Southern Jebel Sinjar
Central Syria
Northern Jezireh
Turkey
Western Syria
Turkey
Northern Jezireh
Wadi Hammar
Central Syria
S. Jebel Abd Al-Aziz
Northern Jezireh
S. Jebel Abd Al-Aziz
S. Jebel Abd Al-Aziz
Wadi Hammar
S. Jebel Abd Al-Aziz
S. Jebel Abd Al-Aziz
N. Jebel Abd Al-Aziz

Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Contemporary
Contemporary
Contemporary
Contemporary
Contemporary
Contemporary
Contemporary
Contemporary
Hypothesized Stong
Hypothesized Stong
Hypothesized Stong
Hypothesized Stong
Hypothesized Stong
Hypothesized Stong
Hypothesized Weak
Hypothesized Weak
Hypothesized Weak
Hypothesized Weak

Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N (?)

Double Fortification Northern Jezireh
Fortified Tell
Wadi Hammar
Double Fortification Wadi Hammar
Double Fortification Middle Euphrates
Fortification
S. Jebel Abd Al-Aziz
Fortification
Centra l Syria
Double Wall
Centra l Syria
Fortified Tell (Uncertain)Centra l Syria
Fortified Tell (Uncertain)Centra l Syria

Hypothesized Weak
Hypothesized Weak
Hypothesized Weak
Hypothesized Weak
West Syrian
West Syrian
West Syrian
West Syrian
West Syrian

Table 2. Summary of Descriptive, Non-Metric Data

function is used instead of the standard cor( ) function because the former also computes the
Pearson significance levels of each correlation. For explanatory visualization of the correlation
matrixes, the corrgram( ) function, as outlined by Friendly (2002) is also utilized. The
numerical correlation matrixes are also output in a text file, imported back into Excel, and
reported in tabular form. Several iterations of these correlation matrixes are produced each
utilizing a different combination of sites and variables. The most important matrixes generated
are those that can expose the variables that are most important for all the EBA fortified sites in
question as well as which relationships are most significant in distinguishing kranzhügel and
kranzhügel-like sites from other contemporary sites – that is, if such distinguishing relationships
exist.

Figure 5. Conventions for Corrgram Graphical Output (courtesy Friendly (2000:13, Fig.1))
A hierarchical cluster analysis is also performed in the R statistical program in order to
determine which sites form clusters. Cluster analysis is performed with and without including
spatial statistics in order to determine how, and if, sites cluster both morphologically and/or
spatially (Burt, Barber, and Rigby 2009). The results of hierarchical cluster analysis are
graphically presented as dendrograms, or trees of hierarchical, classificatory relatedness, using
the hclust( )29 program and the pvclust package in R. Both Ward’s and complete-link clustering

29

http://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-patched/library/stats/html/hclust.html
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methods are implemented, but Ward’s method is preferred namely because it is the default
method for the pvclust program (Murtagh and Legendre 2011). The pvclust package is
particularly useful as it reports both approximately unbiased (AU, reported in red at each edge
junction) and bootstrap probability (BP, reported in green) p-values for determining the
significance of clusters.30 Although, the AU p=value is generally less biased than the BP p-value,
high numbers for both statistics indicate clusters highly supported by the data (Suzuki and
Shimodaira 2006). It is noteworthy that pvclust package requires data to be transposed (in Excel
before importing in R) and zero values removed or calculated out (e.g. standardizing) before
analysis.
4 DATA & RESULTS
4.1 Catalog of EBA Circular Urban Sites
The site Catalog is found in appendix 8.1.
4.2 NDVI & Geographic Distribution
The results of the NDVI distribution are as follows: Once kranzhügeln and a few other
west Syrian circular sites are plotted on this composite raster, all but three sites occur within or
immediately adjacent to spectral zone 3 of the 14 class NDVI– so no more than 6 km from a
Zone 3 raster cell. Zone 3 is characterized by the arid steppe below the 300 mm isohyet that is
utilized for pastureland and is limited to unreliable agricultural production. Results from
calculations in Excel indicate that this preference for Zone 3 is consistent between all kranzhügel
sites and all circular sites (Figure 6).31 Additionally, classic kranzhügeln are on average located
in more agriculturally productive zones compared to the rest of the circular sites. Specifically,
30

See Burt et al. (2009:418-426) for more information on bootstrapping.
Only sites with circularity indexes greater than 0.9 are considered here. Thus, Metejah, Khanza
and Mari or the proposed kranzhügeln were omitted, but Hadhail, with circularity indexes of
0.939, was included.
32
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Abu Shahat, Bogha, and Khansir are located in Zone 9, an area which is more productive than
some areas in the Upper Jezirah (e.g. Tell Leilan is in a Zone 6 raster cell). Sites with high
circularity indexes (>0.9) are exclusively located in Zones 1-9 of the 14 NDVI classification
zone (or in zones 1-4 of the 5 zone NDVI). And the proportion of circular cites (0.9 and above)
in these zones is reported Figure 6.32
It is noteworthy that sorting circular sites by their NDVI zone does not reveal any
patterns within the circular group. It can only be said that circular sites are located in more
marginal zones than most of the contemporary walled settlements utilized in this investigation.
Lastly, while the results the correlation matrix generation of hierarchical cluster analysis will be
discussed in subsequent sections, it will be helpful to address here which variables correlated
with the NDVI variable. In the “corrgram” correlation matrixes pictured in Figure 11, one of the
most highly correlated relationships is between the 14 zone NDVI variable and the five zone
NDVI variable. As the five zone NDVI is derived from the 14 zone NDVI, this dependency is
expected and the high correlation should be dismissed. There are only moderate (or less)
correlations between NDVI and other variables. Perhaps the next most expected moderate
relationship is between NDVI and northing, especially among the agreed-upon kranzhügeln. As
environmental shifts are most pronounced in from north to south in this region of the world, this
is to be expected. It is interesting to note that NDVI is only moderately correlated with
precipitation, at 0.4 for all sites and 0.56 for the 11 accepted kranzhügel sites. The higher
correlation between northing and NDVI compared to all other sites (where the correlation is
much lower) reflects the fact that the kranzhügeln are more distributed longitudinally as opposed
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CV is the coefficient of variation: "the relative variability of a frequency distribution is
measured by the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean" (Burt2009:116).
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to the general trend for circular sites across the east-west running zone 3. Among all the sites
analyzed (as a group), there is a moderate correlation (0.48-0.53) between NDVI and site
perimeter (only slightly less for area). This indicates, as would be expected, that larger sites are
located in more productive zones. This correlation value is diminished to 0.28-0.33 for the
kranzhügel-only group since the very large contemporary sites, mostly located in Zone 14 have
been removed. Continuing with correlations between morphological features and NDVI, it is also
indicated that there is a moderate negative correlation for circularity. This indicates that more
and higher circularity is present in lower NDVI zones.
4.3. Circularity Index by Location and Category
Circularity was discovered not to be a relevant statistic for distinguishing between
accepted and hypothesized kranzhügel sites as illustrated in figure 9. In figure 9, sites are
grouped and color coded by their acceptance in the kranzhügel category and then in the center
they are sorted by circularity. The right side of figure 9 color codes the sites by their location
within the geographic areas outlined by Kouchoukos (1998). Their sorting by circularity again
reveals no trend.
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Figure 6. Proportional Distribution by Subtype with a Circularity Threshold
35

36
Figure 7. Proportion of Circular Sites (All) in Each NDVI Zone (Top Right)
Figure 8. Breakdown of Sites in Each NDVI Zone by Area Ratio (Bottom)
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Figure 9. Circularity Index by Acceptance Category and Location

4.4 Results of Correlation Matrix Generation and Hierarchical Cluster Analysis
4.4.1 Important Correlations
A review of the corrgrams and Excel generated correlation matrixes immediately bring
attention to several dependencies in the data. At least three of these high correlation values
should be dismissed as products of the data and variables used. The relationship between NDVI
5 and NDVI 14 have already been discussed in section 5.2. The other two dependent
relationships are those between perimeter and outer area and inner area and area ratio. Perimeter
and outer area are obviously highly correlated because they are statistically highly dependent
variables (i.e. perimeter is used to calculate area and vice versa). Inner area and area ratio are
also obviously highly related since inner areas are used to calculate area ratios and additionally
can only vary within a given outer area; although, inner area and outer area are more weakly
correlated. Once again, these three dependent variables are ignored for the remainder of the
discussion. Before continuing it is also important to note that, in general, the variables become
either more pronounced (exaggerated values) or more diminished because of the increase or
decrease in variation in relation to the smaller sample size. Thus while examining the results of
the kranzhügel-only, it is important to keep in mind that there are only eleven sites in this group.
One of the most pronounced results of the correlation matrix is the revealing of patterns
and relationships (by all sites) that are already well-known trends for North Mesopotamian
urbanism. For example, hollow way presence tends to diminish as from north to south and this is
corroborated by the moderate to strong correlation between the northing and hollow way
variables. The correlation matrix also highlights that circular sites are, in fact, more correlated
with marginal zones. There is also a slight negative correlation between circularity and easting
indicating that cites trend toward circularity to the west.
38

4.4.2 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis: Dendrograms
The most statistically impacting variable in the hierarchical cluster analysis is inner to
outer area ratio. Sites with only a single fortification or a very small inner citadel area cluster
together while sites with larger ratios form another cluster. In fact, for 13 of the sites
investigated, a ratio of inner to outer are could not be computed because those either do not have
an outer fortification or a fortified citadel. However, even when these sites were removed from
the analysis, the clustering of the remaining sites remained exactly the same. That is, area ratio
continues to divide the data set into its two most dominant clusters. The next most dominant
cluster is area, or the size of the site.
Figure 15 represents how the sites cluster when only environmental variables are
considered. What is clear from all the generated dendrograms is that the 11 agreed upon
kranzhügel sites are always dispersed across the clusters – that is, they do not cluster separately
from any of the sites in question.
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Figure 11. Correlation Matrixes Produced Using corrgram( ).

Perimeter
Area_Outer
Area_Inner
Area_Ratio
Circ_Outer
Roundness
Walls
HollowWays
Easting
Northing
NDVI.14
NDVI.5
Precipitation

Correlation Matrix of All Variables for All Sites
Perimeter Area_Outer Area_Inner Area_Ratio Circ_Outer Roundness
Walls HollowWays Easting Northing NDVI.14 NDVI.5 Precipitation
1
0.41
0.3
-0.24
-0.18
0.42
0.06
-0.01
-0.05
0.48
0.53
0.27
1
0.39
0.29
-0.15
-0.1
0.4
0.08
-0.01
-0.07
0.44
0.5
0.25
0.41
0.39
0.97
-0.23
-0.15
0.9
0.46
0.15
0.22
0.4
0.41
0
0.3
0.29
0.97
-0.14
-0.05
0.87
0.47
0.17
0.16
0.31
0.32
-0.11
-0.24
-0.15
-0.23
-0.14
0.9
-0.26
0.2
0
-0.18
-0.48
-0.46
-0.23
-0.18
-0.1
-0.15
-0.05
0.9
-0.18
0.27
-0.1
-0.2
-0.44
-0.45
-0.13
0.42
0.4
0.9
0.87
-0.26
-0.18
0.33
0.09
0.19
0.39
0.41
0.01
0.06
0.08
0.46
0.47
0.2
0.27
0.33
0.3
0.43
0.14
0.16
0.31
-0.01
-0.01
0.15
0.17
0
-0.1
0.09
0.3
0.48
-0.08
-0.06
-0.19
-0.05
-0.07
0.22
0.16
-0.18
-0.2
0.19
0.43
0.48
0.35
0.34
0.44
0.48
0.44
0.4
0.31
-0.48
-0.44
0.39
0.14
-0.08
0.35
0.95
0.4
0.53
0.5
0.41
0.32
-0.46
-0.45
0.41
0.16
-0.06
0.34
0.95
0.43
0.27
0.25
0
-0.11
-0.23
-0.13
0.01
0.31
-0.19
0.44
0.4
0.43
n = 38

Figure 10. Correlation Matrix of All Sites

Perimeter
Area_Outer
Area_Inner
Area_Ratio
Circ_Outer
Roundness
Walls
HollowWays
Easting
Northing
NDVI.14
NDVI.5
Precipitation

Correlation Matrix of All Variables for Kranzhügel-like Sites (>0.9 Circ)
Perimeter Area_Outer Area_Inner Area_Ratio Circ_Outer Roundness
Walls HollowWays Easting Northing NDVI.14 NDVI.5 Precipitation
1
0.32
0.29
0.07
0.03
0.36
0.04
-0.08
-0.22
0.26
0.43
0.23
1
0.32
0.29
0.1
0.05
0.36
0.04
-0.08
-0.22
0.25
0.42
0.23
0.32
0.32
0.99
-0.17
-0.15
0.88
0.57
0.32
0.26
0.24
0.3
-0.18
0.29
0.29
0.99
-0.21
-0.12
0.87
0.57
0.28
0.25
0.28
0.33
-0.14
0.07
0.1
-0.17
-0.21
0.47
-0.11
-0.07
-0.01
0.02
-0.07
-0.14
-0.14
0.03
0.05
-0.15
-0.12
0.47
-0.06
-0.02
-0.32
-0.17
0.03
-0.11
0.23
0.36
0.36
0.88
0.87
-0.11
-0.06
0.43
0.26
0.18
0.18
0.27
-0.22
0.04
0.04
0.57
0.57
-0.07
-0.02
0.43
0.47
0.6
0.26
0.27
0.28
-0.08
-0.08
0.32
0.28
-0.01
-0.32
0.26
0.47
0.77
0.05
0.04
-0.05
-0.22
-0.22
0.26
0.25
0.02
-0.17
0.18
0.6
0.77
0.38
0.31
0.07
0.26
0.25
0.24
0.28
-0.07
0.03
0.18
0.26
0.05
0.38
0.93
0.28
0.43
0.42
0.3
0.33
-0.14
-0.11
0.27
0.27
0.04
0.31
0.93
0.31
0.23
0.23
-0.18
-0.14
-0.14
0.23
-0.22
0.28
-0.05
0.07
0.28
0.31
n = 28

Figure 13. Correlation Matrix of All Kranzhügel-Like Sites (>0.9 Circularity)
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Correlation Matrix of All Variables for 11 Accepted Kranzhügel Sites Only
Perimeter Area_Outer Area_Inner Area_Ratio Circ_Outer Roundness
Walls HollowWays Easting Northing NDVI.14 NDVI.5 Precipitation
Perimeter
1
0.62
0.57
-0.09
0.24
0.52
-0.17
-0.07
0.11
0.28
0.33
0.07
Area_Outer
1
0.63
0.57
-0.05
0.25
0.52
-0.17
-0.07
0.1
0.26
0.31
0.06
Area_Inner
0.62
0.63
0.97
0.08
0.74
0.99
-0.08
0.43
0
0.26
0.18
0.07
Area_Ratio
0.57
0.57
0.97
0.1
0.85
0.94
0.03
0.35
0.17
0.4
0.29
0.24
Circ_Outer
-0.09
-0.05
0.08
0.1
0.1
0.08
-0.09
0.02
-0.23
-0.39
-0.37
-0.22
Roundness
0.24
0.25
0.74
0.85
0.1
0.72
0.35
0.35
0.4
0.43
0.22
0.5
Walls
0.52
0.52
0.99
0.94
0.08
0.72
-0.1
0.52
-0.07
0.2
0.1
0.01
HollowWays
-0.17
-0.17
-0.08
0.03
-0.09
0.35
-0.1
-0.26
0.8
0.2
0.1
0.83
Easting
-0.07
-0.07
0.43
0.35
0.02
0.35
0.52
-0.26
-0.4
-0.29
-0.41
-0.23
Northing
0.11
0.1
0
0.17
-0.23
0.4
-0.07
0.8
-0.4
0.59
0.55
0.98
NDVI.14
0.28
0.26
0.26
0.4
-0.39
0.43
0.2
0.2
-0.29
0.59
0.95
0.56
NDVI.5
0.33
0.31
0.18
0.29
-0.37
0.22
0.1
0.1
-0.41
0.55
0.95
0.48
Precipitation
0.07
0.06
0.07
0.24
-0.22
0.5
0.01
0.83
-0.23
0.98
0.56
0.48
n = 11

.

Figure 12. Correlation Matrix of 11 Accepted Kranzhügel Sites Only

Figure 14. Cluster Dendrogram all EBA Fortification Sites

Figure 15. Cluster Dentrogram of All Sites for using Environmental and Spatial Variables Only
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Figure 16. Cluster Dendrogram of Kranzhügel-like Sites

Figure 17. Cluster Dendrogram of 11 Accepted Kranzhügel Only
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Name
Metejah
Khoshi
Hadhail
Charab Sejar
Dehlis
Sheirat
Ghadar al Kebir
Mahrum
Umm el-Marra
Aswad Foqani
Qle'ah - Bie'a
Rawda
Mishrefeh (Projected)
Ebla
Kazane Hoyuk
Titris Hoyuk
Mozan
Sha'Ir
Mosti
Hamam Sharqi (E)
Mabtuh Gharbi (W)
Malet ed-Deru
Khanza
Mu'azzar
Swehat
Leilan
Mughar
Hamam Gharbi (W)
Zahamak
Mabtuh Sharqi (E)
Khansir
K156 - n/a
Beydar
Abu Shahat
Mari - Extant
Chuera
Sour
Bogha

Perimeter
555.536752
3341.37054
2581.44003
613.991048
1076.10723
1824.4897
1566.68368
814.196853
1544.41893
1198.3128
1424.38776
1611.88062
2046.86788
2667.77739
3528.4266
2521.44709
4519.22795
1519.36861
2443.96466
1452.16616
1857.87732
2011.81357
1019.16537
1176.27604
2128.39848
3459.77385
1257.84111
1101.09084
1552.47166
2345.10343
2141.5003
1002.51294
1599.5799
1913.28709
4058.92789
2860.29641
2031.0793
1552.15003

Area_Outer
19403.1449
794119.382
497888.78
28357.2994
87625.7526
251946.697
186181.284
50627.2069
182597.633
110663.963
156947.86
202167.583
326568.768
478312.504
845417.761
335080.463
1457066.49
176272.223
461144.266
160761.461
266301.383
310363.268
66085.4818
107266.677
307235.545
716326.472
118837.44
90309.8645
186324.223
408377.687
328515.753
72979.0749
197914.925
285759.448
1057182.24
638175.999
297876.098
182986.161

Area_Inner
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
30685.354
71721.6121
32788.41
150248.098
18232.2889
50906.0168
20552.797
42377.1696
55698.3173
12027.4543
20705.8067
60087.046
142050.88
23921.2973
20472.8452
49522.8366
111495.293
90222.8326
20899.1219
74981.5672
110898.947
465604.626
258478.305
130551.6
91700.5351

Circ_Outer Roundness
0.79005332
0.535
0.89381241
0.668
0.93889737
0.753
0.94525864
0.899
0.95089055
0.781
0.95112085
0.984
0.95319828
0.857
0.95969889
0.939
0.96199935
0.897
0.96844662
0.923
0.97209519
0.929
0.97781262
0.966
0.97950102
0.984
0.84454428
0.689
0.85333401
0.668
0.66230686
0.388
0.89652157
0.737
0.95954964
0.776
0.97019009
0.911
0.95798604
0.844
0.96950314
0.847
0.96361758
0.835
0.79951499
0.607
0.97421809
0.922
0.85226655
0.774
0.75201316
0.723
0.9505138
0.882
0.93604937
0.824
0.97147543
0.91
0.93314228
0.911
0.90018088
0.9
0.91249028
0.787
0.97202299
0.957
0.98095747
0.937
0.80637499
0.619
0.98023059
0.895
0.90738535
0.813
0.95446655
0.936

Area_Ratio Walls Easting Northing NDVI-14 NDVI-5 Precipitation HollowWays
0
1
40.459
36.19
3
2
268.55
1
0
1 41.83396 36.19481
3
2
359.61
1
0
1 42.05443 36.14978
3
2
378.92
1
0
1 39.5659 36.59037
2
1
321.685
1
0
1
39.443
36.573
3
2
317.412
2
0
1 36.94808 34.48861
1
1
336.912
1
0
1
39.405
36.656
6
3
327.94
1
0
1
40.623
36.359
2
1
299.096
1
0
1
37.693
36.134
8
3
347.505
1
0
1
40.718
36.677
4
2
366.501
2
0
1
39.669
36.675
3
2
344.152
1
0
1
37.633
35.181
2
1
278.744
1
0
1
36.865
34.836
6
3
426.95
1
0.06415336
2
36.799
35.8
14
5
586.781
2
0.08483571
2
38.846
37.12
14
5
444.796
1
0.09785235
2
38.675
37.477
14
5
544.076
1
0.10311684
2
40.997
37.058
14
5
501.632
2
0.10343257
2
39.56
35.967
3
2
221.948
1
0.11039065
2
41.615
36.623
3
2
437.381
2
0.12784654
1
40.359
36.549
4
2
329.305
2
0.15913237
2
40.142
36.477
3
2
314.682
2
0.17946169
2
40.348
35.931
3
2
222.557
1
0.18199844
2
40.351
36.484
7
3
317.189
1
0.19303112
2
40.335
36.257
2
1
281.269
2
0.19557322
2
38.254
36.274
4
2
293.778
1
0.19830466
2
40.997
37.058
6
3
493.905
2
0.20129428
2
40.245
36.477
3
2
315.604
2
0.22669556
1
40.325
36.567
4
2
334.502
2
0.26578851
2
39.95
35.968
4
2
223.893
1
0.27463777
2
40.456
36.507
4
2
324.995
2
0.275
2
39.838
36.755
9
4
361.481
2
0.28637143
2
40.325
36.489
3
2
316.753
2
0.37885757
2
40.587
36.738
4
2
380.086
2
0.38808497
2
39.743
36.645
9
4
341.487
2
0.405
2
40.89
34.55
8
3
135.228
1
0.40502668
2
39.498
36.647
3
2
330.839
2
0.43827484
2 37.16262 34.81537
3
2
368.576
1
0.50113372
2
39.871
36.701
9
4
354.798
2

Table 3. Tabular Display of Data and Results of Hierarchical Cluster Analysis.
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Name
Dehlis
Mabtuh Sharqi (E)
Khansir
Mabtuh Gharbi (W)
Malet ed-Deru
Mu'azzar
Mughar
Beydar
Abu Shahat
Chuera
Bogha

Perimeter
1076.10723
2345.10343
2141.5003
1857.87732
2011.81357
1176.27604
1257.84111
1599.5799
1913.28709
2860.29641
1552.15003

Area_Outer
87625.7526
408377.687
328515.753
266301.383
310363.268
107266.677
118837.44
197914.925
285759.448
638175.999
182986.161

Area_Inner
0
111495.293
90222.8326
42377.1696
55698.3173
20705.8067
23921.2973
74981.5672
110898.947
258478.305
91700.5351

Circ_Outer Roundness
0.95089055
0.781
0.93314228
0.911
0.90018088
0.9
0.96950314
0.847
0.96361758
0.835
0.97421809
0.922
0.9505138
0.882
0.97202299
0.957
0.98095747
0.937
0.98023059
0.895
0.95446655
0.936

Area_Ratio Walls Easting Northing NDVI-14 NDVI-5 Precipitation HollowWays
0
1
39.443
36.573
3
2
317.412
2
0.27463777
2
40.456
36.507
4
2
324.995
2
0.275
2
39.838
36.755
9
4
361.481
2
0.15913237
2
40.142
36.477
3
2
314.682
2
0.17946169
2
40.348
35.931
3
2
222.557
1
0.19303112
2
40.335
36.257
2
1
281.269
2
0.20129428
2
40.245
36.477
3
2
315.604
2
0.37885757
2
40.587
36.738
4
2
380.086
2
0.38808497
2
39.743
36.645
9
4
341.487
2
0.40502668
2
39.498
36.647
3
2
330.839
2
0.50113372
2
39.871
36.701
9
4
354.798
2

Table 4. Selection from Table 1 of Agreed Upon Kranzhügel Sites

4.5 Recent Scholarship: Settlement Scale Analyses
In order to glimpse (and compare) the internal variation of the kranzhügel sites, an
analysis of the infrastructural, intra-site relationships in three different kranzhügel or kranzhügellike sites as reported by Andy Creekmore (forthcoming) and Lauren Ristvest (2011) is
summarized and analyzed in terms of this kranzhügel studies synthesis. This type of analysis was
made possible by the results of recent geophysical survey as well as what can be hypothesized
from the increasing body of excavated material. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate
that the similarity visible in the morphology of circular urban sites (Michael Smith’s [2007]
standardization) is not necessarily indicative of similar internal structures (Michael Smith’s
[2007] coordination).
4.5.1 “New Cities” and the Unique Opportunity Supplied by the kranzhügeln
According to Lawrence and Low (1990:492), “[b]uildings [and in this case more
emphatically, entire cities,] constitute substantial investments for any society, and in many
societies their usefulness outlives the original builder.” In other words, they usually are in use for
many, many generations becoming “important repositories of cultural information.” Lawrence
and Low (1990:492) go on to articulate that built environments, as objects of study, from
buildings to whole cities, are “point[s] of spatial articulation for the intersection of multiple
forces of economy, society, and culture.” Often, however, the resulting palimpsest of many
generations of occupation obscures particular spatial articulations as well as the forces which
created and were reconstituted by them.
“New cities,” and especially single occupation or short-lived cities, are rare occurrences
in the Near Eastern Bronze Ages (Smith 2003: 205; Castel and Peltenberg 2007:604). Uniquely
and importantly, most of the kranzhügeln are thought to represent newly founded cities with
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relatively short occupations (al-Rawda and Chuera – Creekmore [in press: 36]). Additionally, the
appearance of the distinctive concentric site structure in the mid-third millennium has no
antecedents (Crawford 2004: 133), though the nested, circular site structure does appear again in
the Iron Age (notably Zincirli Höyük and Tell Rifa’at; cf. Casana and Herrmann 2010). In any
case, since most kranzhügeln sites were abandoned before they could be dramatically changed
over time or obscured by later occupation33 and environmental forces,34 the results of
geophysical prospection are able to provide rare glimpse into the original socio-political forces
which created them, and as mentioned earlier, the socio-economic forces that sustained them.
4.5.2 Build Environment Theory
“The built environment is an abstract concept…[used] to describe the products of human
building activity” of which there are numerous scales and degrees (Lawrence and Low
1990:454). Landscape scale analyses can be considered within the realm of built environment
studies when one considers landscapes as the result of interactions between the environmental
and cultural spheres through time. Landscapes includes multiples cities, other created features
such as canals and route ways, as well as the land between and beyond them (Wilkinson 2003:3–
4). The settlement level includes analyses of entire cities, sites, or urban landscapes (intra-site).
As this thesis investigates the variation of urban forms across a large region, analyses will
actually address the confluence of the two largest scales within the realm of built environment
studies, the landscape and the settlement levels. Although certain urban relationships are
considered, the neighborhood and district level of analysis are largely beyond the scope of this
thesis, mainly due to limited excavation and the fact that archaeologists are only beginning to

33

e.g. Tell Mozan [which Crawford (2004:133) considers a kranzhügel] and Beydar appear to be
exceptions (Crawford 2004:133) – also, Chuera and Umm el-Marra.
34
“Landscapes of preservation” (Wilkinson 2003).
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ground-truth and interpret urban plans revealed by two geomagnetic surveys (Castel and
Peltenburg 2007; Meyer 2010a). Additionally, though the majority of the analyses performed in
this thesis address the settlement scale in order make comparisons for larger landscape level
examinations and explanations, it is important, if only briefly, to address settlement-scale
analyses for a more comprehensive understanding of these sites.
The settlement scale of analysis is based on the assumption that archaeologists can infer
aspects of socioeconomic and political organization by examining the spatial relationships of
urban features (Creekmore forthcoming:30, 36). Confident in that assumption, Smith (2003) also
argues for a “close association between the constitution of the authority of political regimes and
the form and aesthetic of urban political landscapes…[since] spatial practices of urbanism and
political practices of authority are not separable” (Ibid. 2003:185, 199).35 Thus with the
availability of data concerning the general urban structure and spatial relationships of features
within the kranzhügeln, there is great potential for exploring them as products and producers of
various socio-political forces.
One of the major questions of built environment studies is to what degree built
environments (including landscapes) are the products of social, political, and economic practices
and to what degree they are agents of change (Fisher 2012a). On one side of the spectrum is the
privileging of a built environment whose underlying grammar “structures” human behavior, and
on the other side of the spectrum are autonomous human agents who are self-reflexive and fully
aware the underlying forces around them (Fisher 2012b). Anthony Giddens and Pierre Bordieu
are perhaps the two most influential theorists who have attempted to explain human behavior in

35

It should be noted, however, that in reaction to Childe’s structural determinism Smith believes
that, “The proper object of study…is not the City but the political regimes that produce urban
landscapes as built environments and imagined places” (Smith 2003:189).
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light of these two extremes. While they both incorporated structuralism and agency, Bordieu’s
theory of practice tended to favor the role of structure while Gidden’s theory of structuration
tended to privilege human agency over social structure (Gieryn 2002:37). Bearing in mind both
of their works, the general consensus among archaeologists is that a complete understanding of
human behavior in the built environment must acknowledge the influence of both social structure
and agency (Fisher 2012b; Gieryn 2002:41) since in reality, “[s]uch relationships are interactive,
in that people both create, and find their behavior influenced by the built environment”
(Lawrence and Low 1990:454). In other words, there is a recursive relationship between
structure and social practice.
In archaeological contexts, seeking to determine how social boundaries and identities of
people, things, and places were produced, reproduced, and transformed (and the relationships
among them) can be a particularly challenging task due to the lack of textual, social, and even
material evidence. Nevertheless, most archaeologists agree that “the comparative assessment of
the different dimensions of planning…may provide clues to the social and political dynamics
that produced the city plans recovered by archaeologists today” (Smith 2007:29). Michael E.
Smith’s work on developing concepts and models for analyzing urban planning have become
particularly influential for archaeologists (Smith 2007; Smith 2011). Smith’s new approach to
urban planning is based on two core concepts: coordination and standardization. Coordination
addresses the relationships between “individual architectural features which appear to have been
arranged in relation to one another” (Smith 2007: 8). Examples of coordination in urban plans
include axiality, symmetrical relationships, access control, and inclusiveness of open spaces
(Smith 2007: 8). These relationships are often most obvious in infrastructural and monumental
architecture. Standardization addresses “the presence of similar buildings, layouts, and other
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urban features in a series of related cities [and] suggests adherence to a common plan or idea of
city planning” (Smith 2007:25). Additionally, Smith states that these “[a]rchitectural inventories
are a topic ripe for quantitative analyses… [they] have the potential to make important
contributions to the study of ancient urban planning…[in that] such research can provide an
objective and quantitative foundation for city comparisons” (Smith 2007:26). Thus, using
Smith’s conceptual categories of coordination and standardization, accompanied by a soft
structuralism that places a heavy emphasis on structure in human behavior but is not
determinative, archaeologists such as Creekmore (forthcoming) and Ristvet (2011) are taking the
first steps into tackling sites from an urban-political landscape perspective. This thesis discusses
their recent works, which conducted coordination analyses within a few of the kranzhügel sites
in light of the kranzhügel problem, as well as adds to their scholarship through a quantitative
analyses of kranzhügel standardization.
In an attempt to define cities, Cowgill (2004) advocates the use of “a somewhat fuzzy
core concept rather than try to establish criteria that will clearly demarcate all cities from all
noncities” (Ibid. 2004:526). However, when one is attempting to demarcate subgroups of cities,
kranzhügeln from non-kranzhügeln and the variation between them, it is essential to discard this
“fuzzy core concept” at least for a time in order to sufficiently establish a set of criteria and
variation which represent the physical by-products of a sociopolitical and economic phenomena.
In other words, given the enigmatic status of kranzhügeln as a group, we must be more explicit
in defining their criteria. As with the definitional problems encountered in distinguishing city
from non-city, where scholars are finding it “useful to think of urbanism as a cluster of variables
that can be measured (if only roughly) on ordinal or interval scales, rather than as a discrete
category,” perhaps it will also be useful to approach kranzhügel cities in this fashion (Cowgill
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2004:527). That is, by defining their distributive and morphological characteristics as well as
fully assessing the variability they embody, this study may begin to determine the factors
governing their existence and variability. As Van de Mieroop argues (1997:5 in Smith 2003:201)
“[t]here is no such thing as the Mesopotamian city, as each of the hundreds that existed had its
own peculiarities, and to generalize from one of them would be misleading” – why would
archaeologists make an exception with the Kranzhüglen?
As with other “similar” cities, description of one city does cannot sufficiently explain
another city, though there are conceptual methods for comparison (e.g. Smith’s [2007]
“standardization”). In reality, each city is a discrete entity with its own unique “life history”
(Kostof and Tobias 2009). In fact, recent geophysical work and even the recent, albeit limited,
excavation of these sites is revealing that each of the sites has its own unique, internal sociofunctional structural fabric. As Creekmore (forthcoming:58) states, “a careful consideration of a
city’s life history reveals that cities with similar basic structure may have very different
developmental pathways.” The following sections will describe these shared structures and
variations on the infrastructural level of three circular sites, the only three where excavation or
geomagnetic survey were conducted.
Additionally, Zeder (2003) reminds scholars that the urban form is a physical remnant
(and representation) not only of social and political relations, but of economic relations as well.
In fact,
“the developments in each of these spheres take direction from, and in turn help to direct,
the trajectory of the others. Throughout this process, economic relations serve as a major
engine both driving and supporting the reconfiguration of social and political spheres into
uniquely urban forms” (Ibid. 2003: 157).
Thus, studying urban forms in conjunction with economic structures and relations, “holds
considerable potential for understanding the genesis of urbanism, both as a direct marker of one
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of its key characteristics, and as a means of monitoring the progressive restructuring of other key
components of urban society” (Zeder 2003: 157).
4.5.3 Coordination Level Analyses at Circular Urban Sites
4.5.3.1 Infrastructure
In attempting to resolve social functions and interactions of the built environment, it is
necessary to think in terms of the forces, which created them and then how the resultant built
forms continued to shape and reconstitute the form the built environment and the social
interactions within them thereafter (A. Smith 2003). While there are many levels, or degrees, of
authority, which serve as loci of spatial production, the most evident and archaeologically
accessible level of spatial production is infrastructure.
The general infrastructure of a kranzhügel site is composed of a circular, or nearly
circular double fortification wall, one surrounding an inner, upper town and the other
surrounding an outer, lower town. In some cases, as at Tell Beydar, both walls are punctuated by
a number of monumental gates, while at Tell Chuera, the gates and two walls were not used
contemporaneously. Access into every city was always achieved through monumental, fortified
gates, though obviously the number of gates varied based on perimeter length [e.g. Tell AlRawda, 5 gates for 15 ha (Castel and Peltenberg 2007: 605), Tell Beydar, 7 gates for 28 ha
(Crawford 2004:125), and Tell Chuera, 12+ gates for roughly 80 ha (Creekmore, in Press)].
Though the second, outer fortification wall at Tell Chuera seems to have ended the practical use
of the original fortification wall (Meyer 2007: 137), the city was still marked by a sharp
distinction between the upper and lower towns. Another distinctive infrastructural feature of the
kranzhügel sites revealed by geophysical survey are the linear and concentric streets (figure 18
and 19). Almost all the streets that pass through the gates in the outer walls lead directly to the
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center of the site and divide the site into pie-shaped sectors (Casana and Herrmann 2010: 74).
These linear streets are crosscut by a number of concentric roads.
One aspect of the kranzhügel structure that is immediately apparent is that the sites are
“neither organic nor highly planned” (Creekmore, In Press: 28). In fact, many scholars have
dismissed the dichotomy between organic and planned in favor of a “degrees of urban planning”
approach (Smith 2007: 29). Specifically, Adam T. Smith suggests that,
“it is important to note that, in both cases, a political decision has been made: in the
former [i.e. highly planned] to take direct control over a certain set of practical decisions,
and in the latter [“unplanned”] to eschew such a move. Both, then, are in a very real sense
planned; it simply that their plans differ in the articulation of political practice with the
experience of urban landscapes. The opposition is thus not between various competing
plans and their vision of the proper role of political authorities in landscape production”
(Smith, A. 2003: 226).
In the case of kranzhügeln urban plans, Creekmore describes them as having semi-orthogonal
plans where centralized planning is most evident in infrastructure, and mid- to low-level
planning is evident in residential zones (Creekmore forthcoming: 33). In other words, the
infrastructure, or highly planned and monumental aspects of the urban plan are readily visible
giving the appearance of a highly planned, coherent structure. Excavation and geophysical
survey, however, reveal that lesser authorities, or the grassroots sector of political authority, had
the power to develop many areas within the city. In fact, these grassroots elements may have
been more intrusive into the occupant’s lives than the central authority despite the monumental
nature of infrastructural constructions (A. Smith 2003: 229). What should be clear from an
overall analysis of the kranzhügel plan it that though the royal or elite authority responsible for
infrastructure is the easiest to detect, there were other different levels, degrees, and loci of spatial
production aside from the central planning authority (Smith, A. 2003: 228). Or as Adam Smith
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might say, there were constellations of political authority responsible for the physical production
of the urban fabric.
4.5.3.2 Access and Movement
While discussions of “architectural and syntactic correlates of types of social interaction”
are usually limited to smaller scales of built environment analysis because there tends to be
insufficient areal exposure, architectural properties of infrastructural and monumental features,
when visible, do allow for limited analyses of probable patterns of movement (Fisher 2009:448).
Indeed there are a number of urban features where archaeologists may infer “public”-inclusive
interactions were encouraged over “private”-exclusive interactions and vice versa (2009:448).
For several of the kranzhügel sites, infrastructural features do have sufficient areal exposure, and
therefore, inferences concerning access and movement may be fruitfully applied.
In terms of access, infrastructural features are instrumental in controlling movement and shaping
social interactions throughout the city. As mentioned earlier, the numerous concentric streets as
well as the many linear streets leading from the gate of the outer wall to the open spaces in the
center of the city create an easily navigable and highly accessible urban environment. Using
Hiller and Hanson’s terminology, Creekmore describes kranzhügel urban plans as “symmetric”
and “distributed” with a “tendency toward the diffusion of control” (Hiller and Hanson 1984:97
in Creekmore, In Press: 37). More specifically,
“wheel-shaped street networks funnel outsiders along certain routes, mark the boundaries
of residential areas, and preserve residential privacy… No matter where you go in round
cities, you are never too far from a major spoke or look road that will convey you rapidly
to other parts of the city, including the very center” (Creekmore, in press: 36).
In addition to managing insider-outsider relations (Lawrence and Low 1990: 471), another
implication of this type of street network is that it incites the political impetus to control access.
Ristvet (2011:3) states that “controlling movement was an important political strategy” and on
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the city level, “multiple fortification walls channeled people through gates and checkpoints,
limiting access to political spaces like palaces and underscoring their authority.” Not only did
streets channel traffic between administrative centers, which include the gate and palace, but also
movement through kranzhügel hinterland was restricted by agricultural production (as evidenced
by the presence of hollow ways at all the kranzhügel sites; Ristvet 2011:5-6). This is not to say
that people would not often walk through agricultural fields, rather, it implies that bulk of human
and animal traffic utilized certain routes sufficiently enough to leave evidence of their traffic
patterns. It is noteworthy that only one of the classic kranzhügeln (Malhat ed-Deru) does not
have hollow ways – likely due to poor conditions for hollow way formation.
4.5.3.3 Congregational Spaces
Besides creating an easily controllable network for political authorities, some
infrastructural features were conversely designed to encourage public- inclusive interactions.
One such feature is what is known as the “Anton-Moortgat-square,” a large open space in the
center of each kranzhügeln at which all the radial streets met (Meyer 2007:137). This communal
space, and other open spaces like it found throughout the urban plan, must have been a focal
point within the city as the axis of its street network. The kranzhügel street network certainly
would have encouraged the movement of outsiders from the gates in the outer walls directly to
the open square in the center of the site. This certainly would have had social as well as
economic implications especially in an agro-pastoralist economy. Politically, this type of
communal space and other gathering places like the city gates, may have also been a loci for
civic institutions where “[b]elow the level of executive authority, civil government many also
have operated” (Ristvet 2011: 7). The combination of these different inclusive and exclusive
manifestations of authority and space, as “spatial strategies of control, probably both reflected
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and allowed for political negotiation between town councils, kings, and other political actors in
these newly emergent polities” (Ristvet 2011: 3, 8).
While infrastructural features would have stabilized against change by giving “structure
to social institutions, durability to social networks, [and] persistence to behavior patterns,” built
environments “stabilize imperfectly” (Gieryn 2002: 25). Additionally, as Lawrence and Low
state concerning the neighborhood level of analysis, “social boundaries of household units do not
necessarily coincide with the physical boundaries of the dwelling itself” (Lawrence and Low
1990: 461). Comparing this observation to the settlement level, one might say that similar
physical boundaries do not necessarily result in similar social negotiations of space. The point to
be made is that while the overall urban plan of the kranzhügeln sites seem to have been
originally, similarly designed and politically negotiated (M. Smith’s concept of
‘standardization’), unique arrangements, or ‘coordination’ patterns of infrastructural features,
would thereafter result in differing political negotiations and embedding of social meanings for
the built environment of each respective kranzhügel site. Or to use Creekmore’s terminology
(Creekmore forthcoming: 30), different social productions and construction of space lead to
differing ‘life histories,’ or biographies.
4.5.3.4 Armature
To illustrate the point in the previous paragraph and further analyze the differing built
environments of the respective kranzhügel sites, Creekmore presents the concept of armature as
an analytical tool in assessing third millennium Upper Mesopotamian cities. Quoting Romanist,
William MacDonald, Creekmore defines armature as consisting of “main streets, squares, and
essential public buildings linked together across cities and towns from gate to gate, with
junctions and entranceways prominently articulated… MacDonald argues that armature develops
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Figure 18. Tell al-Rawda. Left: Interpretive plan of Rawda’s major infrastructural features
(figure Courtesy Creekmore forthcoming). Right: Geomagnetic Survey (Castel and Peltenberg
2007).
independently from city planning and evolves as new parts are added and old parts extended”
(MacDonald 1986: 5, 30-31 in Creekmore, in press: 49). An armature system then is a sort of
processional way through a city that allows one to pass by all the major, important centers and
features of that city. Creekmore supports armature as an analytical tool because although
interpretations
“…cannot be verified without further excavations, and the static city plan provided by
magnetograms fails to capture the life history of an armature, it is worth considering this
aspect of city space when looking for examples of coordination among buildings or
linkages of seemingly disconnected aspects of city space” (Creekmore, in press: 51).
As mentioned earlier, there are only three kranzhügel sites which have been sufficiently surveyed
and excavated to perform this type of analysis: Tell Al-Rawda, Tell Chuera, and Tell Beydar.
Tell Al-Rawda. Tell Al-Rawda is a small, 15 ha kranzhügel site located in the west Syrian
Desert. Prior to excavation, the entire site was subjected to an intensive geomagnetic survey,
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Figure 19. Tell Chuera. Interpretive plan of Chuera’s major infrastructural features (Figure
Courtesy Creekmore forthcoming). Right: Geomagnetic Survey (Meyer 2010).
providing archaeologists with a detailed glimpse its urban fabric (Castel and Peltenberg 2007).
According to Creekmore’s recent interpretation and analysis of the site’s structure, he states that
Al-Rawda’s “ring and radial roads demarcate sectors containing features that represent multiple
ritual centers…Notably, the inner sanctuary of the temples (1-3) in all three area is oriented
toward the center of the site, and a single ring road, C2, intersects or passes all three compounds”
(Creekmore, in press: 43). Creekmore hypothesizes that the multiple, spatially separated
religious complexes (i.e., temple in antis) within the small city of Al-Rawda “may indicate the
worship of multiple gods, the presence of different social or ethnic groups, and multiple nodes of
religious power” (Creekmore, in press: 43).
Tell Chuera. At approximately 80 hectares, Tell Chuera is the largest of the agreed upon
kranzhügeln (Figure 18; Meyer 2007: 131). This north Syrian site has been the subject of
decades of excavation as well as a site-wide geomagnetic survey and thus most of the site plan is
known.
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These two sources together reveal a likely ceremonial street or processional way that bisects the
entire site from southeast to northwest. Anyone traveling along this route would pass through or
near most of the monumental religious and administrative architecture as well as the ‘AntonMoortgat Square’ in the center of the site. An additional noteworthy point about Tell Chuera is
that its religious and administrative architecture36 is spatially separated across the site (Ristvet
2011:7-8). Based on the highly contrasting spatial arrangement with that of Tell Beydar (as will
be discussed below), Creekmore hypothesizes that “[t]he separation between the palace and
major temple area at Chuera may indicate that these institutions were also more politically
independent than at Beydar” (Creekmore forthcoming: 53).
Tell Beydar. At 22.5 hectares Tell Beydar is a much smaller site than Tell Chuera, but Tell
Beydar differs from both Tell Chuera and Tell A-Rawda in much more than overall physical
proportions. At Tell Beydar, the division between the upper and lower cities is much more
pronounced than the other two kranzhügeln as a moat and additional glacis further fortify the
upper town. Additionally, Beydar’s armature is characterized by a higher level of control of
movement (several ‘choke points’) and access restriction. The excavators of the site suggest that
this is due to the fact that Beydar’s upper and lower towns were built at the same time, in
contrast to Tell Chuera where the outer wall was added later (functionally putting the inner wall
out of use) in order to make room for an expanding population (Meyer 2007; Creekmore
forthcoming:52). Beydar also differs from Chuera in that the centerpiece of Chuera was the
central plaza while at Beydar’s focal point was its central, terraced palace and temple complex.
Lastly, a major difference in Beydar’s armature from the other two kranzhügeln, is that its major
monumental and other institutional and infrastructural features tend to be clumped together in the
36

“Religious” and “administrative” functions are the excavators’ interpretations.
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center of the site and residential structures appear to be primarily located in the lower town
(Creekmore, in press: 53).
4.5.4 Conclusion
The analysis of armature at these three sites reveals that a clustering or scattering of
sacred, civic, and institutional places throughout the cities occurs in different combinations in
each kranzhügel site. These differences highlight their different ‘developmental pathways,’ the
possibility of different politico-religious power structures and spatial strategies, as well as how
the differing spatial manifestations may have affected the social interactions of the people who
encountered them (Creekmore, forthcoming: 53). The armature and separation of space at Tell
Beydar seem to be related to the politico-religious spatial strategies of Southern Mesopotamia
where “…what seems to have been most determinative of temple locations within southern
Mesopotamia urban environments was the commitment to historical precedent” (Smith, A. 2003:
213). As Chuera and Al-Rawda were founded as “new cities,” the spatial coordination of their
urban structures likely is related to a North Mesopotamia pre-urban lack of historical precedent
where their urban layout was used as a uniting social, religious, and political strategy. A southern
Mesopotamian comparison by Adam Smith suggests that scattering of religious structures
throughout the city “likely had a powerful effect in forging a sacral community within the
fragmented experiential landscape of Ur” (Smith, A. 2003: 213). Once again, this is very likely
the case for the spatial coordination of religious structures via an armature route at Tell AlRawda and Tell Chuera.
The point to be made here is that until recently it appears that archaeologist were satisfied
with addressing the kranzhügel problem from the standardization level of Michael E. Smith’s
“new approach” (Smith 2007). As Smith (2007: 30) discusses, levels of meaning and expressions
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of authority within the urban environment are not independent or mutually exclusive of one
another. Thus, by only addressing standardization level relationships among kranzhügeln,
archaeologists have failed to analyze the interplay of multiple levels of meaning (Rapoport 1990
in Smith 2007:37).

5 DISCUSSION & INTERPRETATION
It has been demonstrated in the previous analysis section that most sites in the kranzhügel
category sufficiently distinguished from contemporary sites to designate a separate category. In
light of this fact, the following section critically evaluates, first, the kranzhügel definition and,
second, the role of circular and kranzhügel-like urbanism in the context of the third millennium.
5.1 Kranzhügel morphology? Results of Analysis
Even a cursory investigation of the sites reveals high variability. Based on research
conducted here, there are roughly 30 third millennium sites which exhibit kranzhügel-like
characteristics. In fact, comparing sites which have at one time or another been designated
kranzhügeln, one might be surprised which sites are regarded as kranzhügeln and which are not.
A number of sites, including one that is counted in the list of Agreed upon Kranzhügeln as well
as several of the hypothesized, kranzhügel-like sites, do not exhibit double fortifications – one of
the very foundation premises of the kranzhügel description. It is curious that so many scholars
hypothesize that sites that do not exhibit classic kranzhügel morphology should be included in
the group. This tendency cannot be accounted for. Additionally, it was discovered (surprisingly)
that circularity is not a clear indication of whether or not a site is included in the “official” list of
kranzhügeln. In actuality, after presence or absence of double fortifications, the most telling
variable of whether a site will be considered a so-called kranzhügel is area ratio, that is, the ratio
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or percentage that an inner fortification or citadel take up the entire site. Even when the fortified
tell category of sites is removed from the cluster analysis (sites labeled in orange in Table 3) and
the agreed-upon kranzhügeln are tested for clustering by themselves (blue in Table 3-4 and the
left most cluster in figure 17), the sites still cluster by area ratio (the most consistently
moderately correlated variable.
The two “type” sites for the kranzhügel phenomenon are always cited as Tell Beydar and
Tell Chuera. These two sites almost always cluster together even though there is more than a 40
hectare size difference between them and they are located in NDVI Zones 4 and 9, respectively.
So what quantitative morphological features are archaeologists drawn to given that sites included
in or hypothesized to be included in the kranzhügel category are so variable and, that a
kranzhügel type, in fact, does exist according to its own criteria? The results of this study reveal
that a large inner tell, or inner fortification enclosure, relative to the size of the entire site is the
most distinguishing characteristic that archaeologists and scholars identify when differentiating
so-called kranzhügeln from other contemporary sites. When this variable is coupled with
circularity, size (ha), presence of a double fortification, NDVI and geographic distribution, then
only four, maybe five, sites can actually be labeled kranzhügeln. These are Tell Bogha, Tell
Chuera, Tell Abu Shahat, Tell Beydar, and, perhaps, Mabtah Gharbi. When only such a small
number of sites meet such apparently subjective criteria, and other sites are rejected that are more
kranzhügel-like than many of the accepted kranzhügeln themselves, then perhaps it is time to
admit that kranzhügel is an unhelpfully vague and misleading term. According to the many
variables used in this analysis, the classic kranzhügel sites cannot be morphologically or spatially
divorced from the general phenomenon of circular urbanism across EBA northern Syria.
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5.2 Critical Discussion of Contemporary Scholarship: The Kranzhügel Definition
5.2.1 Morphology
Architectural similarity among the sites particularly refers to circularity and to the
presence of concentric inner and outer fortifications, although there are presently several
exceptions to this designation, e.g. Tell Delhis and other sites that do not present the outer
fortification ring, but are accepted by the majority of scholars as kranzhügeln. Tell Delhis is
particularly notable since it was originally designated a kranzhügel by von Oppenheim and is
accepted by the majority of scholar as such, yet it has no outer, lower fortification. Delhis is
perhaps the best example of the uncritical, longstanding propagation of the term. In any case,
Delhis aside, the only scholar who currently nuances morphological variation within these sites

Figure 20. The 11 Generally Accepted Kranzhügeln: : 1. Abu Shachat, 2. Beydar, 3. Bogha, 4.
Chuera, 5. Dehlis, 6. Khansir, 7. Mabtuh Gharbi (W), 8. Mabtuh Sharqi (E), 9. Mahlat ed-Deru,
10. Mu’azzar, 11. Mughr.
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is Meyer who explains that the kranzhügel can be divided into “two typologically different
groups” (Meyer 2007:129; Meyer 2006). 37 One group tends to exhibit a “peak-like” elevation in
the center of city and the other is characterized by a central depression. Tell Beydar and Tell
Bogha exemplify the former while Tell Chuera and Tell Mabtuh typify the latter (Meyer 2007:
129; Figure 21).38 Although Meyer makes
this distinction in the text, he also designates
two other different groups in the kranzhügel
distribution map typically added to his
publications on the topic (2006; 2007;
2010b). This distinction is between
kranzhügel with and without lower towns
(Meyer 2007: 130). It is both interesting and
troubling to the traditional kranzhügel
definition that he would make a distinction
(albeit only on this the map) which violates
basic premise of the kranzhügel delineation.
It is also significant to note the recent
discovery at Tell Chuera of different
founding dates for the outer fortification and

37

Figure 21. Meyer's (2007) Subtypes of Double
Walled Settlements: a) those sites with central
depressions in the Wadi Hammar region - a.
Abu Shachat, b. Tell Chuera - and south of the
Jebel abd al’Aziz – c. Malhat ed-Deru, d.
Mu’azzar; b) sites with “peak like” elevation in
city’s center – east of the Khabur River.

“Differences mainly concern the shape of the upper city and allow a distinction between ruins
including a depression in the middle side Tell Chuera Tell Abu Shahat, Tell Mabtuh West,
Muazzar Tell, Tell ed-Malhat Deru in the center, such as Tell Beydar, Bogha Tell, Tell
Makhrum” (Meyer 2006:179).
38
Upper and Lower Town: “the differences in buildings in the upper town seem evidence and
therefore hints to a different function” (Meyer 2007:136).
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inner citadel (Meyer 2007; Meyer 2010b). The excavators of the site hypothesize that the site
was founded ca. 2900 and the outer fortification was added ca. 2600. Morphologically speaking,
one of the most quoted type-sites for the kranzhügel category was not founded as a kranzhügel.
Rather it seems that Chuera’s outer wall was constructed concurrently with the expansion of
other sites such as Tell Leilan in the Upper Khabur (from 15 to 90 ha) and with the mid-EBA
economic transition in north Syria to more intensive and specialized ovicaprid pastoralism
(Schwartz 2011). In contrast, Tell Beydar and the controversially hypothesized kranzhügel, Mari
(Tell Hariri),39 which were also both founded in the early third millennium, were originally
founded with double fortifications (Lyonnet 2009; Schwartz 2011).
As many of the circular urban sites appeared or took on a double fortification at this time,
and as many of the circular sites to the west were founded during the height of this economic
intensification, Lyonnet, who has, by far, written the most scholarship directly related to the
kranzhügel sites,40 suggests that these circular sites should be interpreted not as “towns”
(Lyonnet’s emphasis) for sedentary populations, but only as economic, religious, and political
gathering places for pastoral groups (2009:180).41 However, Lyonnet’s theory fails to account
for two important factors. First, the fact that sites were varyingly founded with double
fortifications means that, Chuera in particular, “was not founded by a population specializing in
ovicaprid pastoralism, but that such an economic strategy was adopted only after the first few
centuries of occupation” (Schwartz 2011). Thus it appears that the population at Tell Chuera
adapted the urban layout of the city synchronously with the changing demands of a growing
39

Lyonnet (2009) supports the idea that Mari belongs to the kranzhügel, but Magueron
(2004:66–67), the principle excavator at Mari, repudiates Mari’s designation as such.
40
Lyonnet (1996; 1998; 2001; 2004; 2009)
41
“…these “towns” are almost empty of houses, while most buildings in them consist of
temples, of storage areas, and eventually of some large tombs that can be linked to the ancestors
of the group” (Lyonnet 2009:190).
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economy and population (Schwartz 2011). Second, her theory fails to acknowledge the
inherently urban character of the sites under discussion even in light of the dense urban network
revealed by geomagnetic survey. Specifically, she argues excavations do not confirm the density
of construction indicated by the geomagnetic data because excavated buildings in the center of
the city were not of the palatial type (e.g. small rooms), they lack mudbrick over their stone
foundations implying the use of light super structures (e.g. thorn bushes or tents), and there is
evidence of frequent abandonments and repairs. Ultimately, she dismisses the geomagnetic data
as merely representative of many different, indistinguishable phases of ephemeral occupation
(Lyonnet 2009:188). While her theory may address a much needed corrective (i.e. the under
representation of semi-nomadic pastoralist influence and the role of the pastoralists themselves),
she takes too extreme and too dismissive a view on the relationship between (semi-)nomadic
pastoralists and urban sites. Just because the site may have been occupied or heavily influenced
by semi-nomadic pastoralists does not negate the decidedly urban nature of the site.
Despite these recent attempts at nuancing the definition, the most common ground among
scholars for kranzhügel designations and the theories surrounding them are based on (and can be
reduced to) a generalized notion of their distinctive morphology. Kranzhügel, after all, was
originally a morphological concept, which, as will be demonstrated in the data analysis section
below, is highly variable. Both the reduction of the term to a single characteristic, which itself is
highly variable, as well as the fundamental disagreements between scholars concerning the three
aforementioned criterion, seriously undermine the entire notion of the kranzhügel phenomenon.
Clearly, problems of earliest explorations still plague this scholarship in general. However, there
is an opportunity here to do what no other archaeologist has done to date: conduct a comparative,
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multivariate analysis in order to refine our terminology and posit more sophisticated theories
concerning the kranzhügel problem.
5.2.2 Distribution
Lyonnet’s assertion that kranzhügel sites are “exclusively situated in the semi-arid zone
of Northern Mesopotamia, where previous sedentary occupation was extremely rare” (Lyonnet
2009:182) requires nuancing even for the generally accepted kranzhügeln. Geographically,
Kouchoukos (1998:375–387) defines five sub-regions based on differences soils and hydrology
(catchment basins) over which the traditional kranzhügel sites are distributed: the Northern
Piedmont of the Jebel Abd al’Aziz, the Alluvial Margins of the Upper Khabur River, the Wadi
Hammar, the Southern Piedmont of the Jebel Abd al’Aziz, and Lower Jezirah (Figure 9. For
example, visual inspections of the sites on CORONA imagery reveal some groupings of
morphological similarity (i.e. construction techniques) based on geographic location (e.g.
“regionality” conclusions of the morphological analysis; see data analysis and results sections).
Returning to the details of Lyonnet’s second criteria, in terms of marginality, it is true
that a particularly interesting facet of third millennium urbanization is the unprecedented extent
to which it expanded into arid, marginal zones. These arid regions are located in and beyond
what Wilkinson terms the “zone of agricultural uncertainty” (Wilkinson 2000a). In terms of
rainfall, kranzhügel distribution also generally refers to an areas at or below the 300 mm isohyet.
As the 200 mm isohyet is generally considered the minimum limit of cultivation, the majority of
the sites lie within what Wilkinson terms “the zone of agricultural uncertainty” (Wilkinson
2000a; Castel and Peltenburg 2007:601; McClellan and Porter 1995:50–51). More specifically,
McClellan and Porter (1995:51) classify most of the kranzhügel sites in zones three and four (of
five environment zones in northern Syria and southern Turkey) where crops today fail one-third
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to two-thirds of the time and half the time, respectively. This means that, given the large sizes42
of these sites (described below), they likely required well-developed and varied political and
economic structures or sectors to manage and support their vulnerable populations (agropastoralism, large catchment zones, irrigation works, etc.; cf. Wilkinson 2000 for greater detail).
Or as Kouchoukos’ (2001) describes the situation, there is “food gap” created by supposedly
large populations in urban centers without commensurately large sustaining, or catchment, areas
(elaborated earlier in the discussion on pastoralism). However, Lyonnet (2009) is correct in
stating that the agriculturally marginal nature of these zones meant that the degree of settlement
and exploitation experienced in the third millennium BC was unmatched until the RomanByzantine transition.
This unprecedented urbanism into the (semi-)arid margins is not limited to the regions
between the Balikh and Khabur Rivers, however. After all, the “zone of agricultural uncertainty”
stretches across the entirety of Mesopotamia and Western Syria. In fact, it should also be noted
that circular urbanism makes an appearance in southern Turkey during this time as well – though
it is much less certain to what extent the apparent circularity of these sites is intentional [e.g.
Yaylak, and as proposed by Meyer, Yollanbaşı (Meyer 2010c:13)]. Focusing on the more
marginal zones, circular sites are located in north-central and western Syria and east of the
Khabur on the southern piedmont of the Jebel Sinjar. As mentioned in the earlier discussion of
Kühne’s (1983) theories concerning Malhat ed-Deru and Old Assyiran trade routes, two large,
circular sites lie south of the Jebel Sinjar: Tell Hadhail and Tell Khoshi (Mallowan 1946:119;
Kühne 1983; Oates 1985:589; Wilkinson 2000a). David Oates dates these large sites (nearly 50
and 80 ha, respectively) to the later part of the third, or latest, to the beginning of the second
42

Their large dimensions only further emphasize the enigma of their location in the marginal
zones.
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millennium BC, which makes them contemporary with the other circular sites surrounding the
Jebel Abd al-Aziz (Oates 1985:589). Although both sites have only a single instead of a double
fortification system, a visual inspection of these sites indicates that may they exhibit similar
construction techniques to Malhat ed-Deru and Tell Mu’azzar (both south of the Jebel Abd alAziz).
In north-central and western Syria, a number of circular sites also appear ca. 2400 BC
(slightly later than the classic kranzhügel), which include Tell Sheir’at, Tell es-Sour,43 and most
notably, the newly discovered Tell al-Rawda.44 Additionally, the more well-known sites, Umm
el-Marra,45 and Tell Mishrefeh,46 are thought to have been circular during this period. The two
major morphological differences between these West Syrian circular sites and the classic
kranzhügeln (that is, besides age and geographic location) are their size, which does not exceed
30 ha, and the absence of an inner, elevated fortification. Al-Maqdissi (2010:8) reports that the
central portion of these cities is only slightly higher than the rest of the site (this, and the later
date are the primary reasons al-Maqdissi gives for not designating these sites kranzhügeln). It is
also noteworthy that geomagnetic surveys at Tell al-Rawda and at Tell Sheir'at reveals that the
concentric and spoke-like street pattern at Tell al-Rawda, and perhaps an earlier phase at Tell
Sheir’at, is very similar to the street pattern revealed by geomagnetic survey at Tell Chuera. Tell
al-Rawda is the most notable of these sites since it has experienced both extensive excavation
43

It should be noted that the obliquely angled aerial photo of Tell es-Sour presented in alMaqdissi (2007:25, Fig.9) exaggerates the circularity of its fortifications and is therefore slightly
misleading. The site is in fact more oblong than circular, though it does exhibit the double
fortification which the other west and central Syrian circular sites lack.
44
These are not thought of as kranzhügeln but it is rarely explicitly stated why other than their
location is outside the “kranzhügel heartland.”
45
It is argued that the circularity of this site can be attributed to the mid- to late third millennium
and that it also had an inner circular fortification that that has been obscured by later intensive
occupation (Lyonnet 2009:181).
46
As hypothesized in al-Maqdissi (2007: 23, Fig.5).
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and a geomagnetic survey of almost the entire site (Castel and Gondet 2004; Castel and
Peltenburg 2007).
Lastly, two other geographically outlying (regionally noncontiguous) sites are sometimes
proposed as kranzhügeln based on their morphology. These sites are Tell Mosti (or Tell Musti),
which is located on the eastern edge of the upper Khabur basin north of the Jebel Sinjar, and
Mari (Tell Hariri) on the middle Euphrates. At one point, Lyonnet (1998) considered Tell Beydar
and Tell Mosti as the only two geographically exceptional kranzhügeln, and agreed with
Margueron (1991), the primary excavator at Mari, that while Mari shares many characteristics
with the kranzhügel sites, it does not belong in the group. Currently, however, Lyonnet (2009)
designates Mari as a kranzhügel and has dropped Tell Mosti from her kranzhügel discussion.47
This change of mind is intriguing to observe (in terms of the how sites are either designated
kranzhügeln or not) since Mosti exhibits the general kranzhügel, “cup-and-saucer” shape and is
much nearer to the kranzhügel epicenter, while it is yet to be demonstrated whether the much
more distant Mari was ever a circular site. As Schwartz (2011) articulates, the circular
reconstruction proposed by Margueron (2004) and used by Lyonnet (2009) to designate Mari as
a kranzhügel, seems suspect because it would require that two-thirds of the massive site48 to have
been completely obliterated by erosion and flooding from the Euphrates.
Despite the many problems with Lyonnet’s arguments and her definition of kranzhügeln thus
far, she eventually concludes that “round cities…can be considered as belonging to the same
tradition…that their major activity is that of sheep-herders” (Lyonnet 2009:190). While her
conclusion to the main argument of this thesis concerning third millennium urbanism as a whole,
47

Although Lyonnet reuses the same kranzhügel map between her 1998 and 2009 publications,
apparently forgetting to remove Tell Mosti (2009:193, Figure 10.2).
48
The extant portion or Mari is just over 100 ha (already one of the largest in the ancient Near
East), but Marguron’s circular reconstruction would make the site nearly 290 ha!
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her use of the term kranzhügel is still suspect and problematic to the extent that one wonders
what the purpose of the term is and it is useful? More specifically, she designates Beydar,
Chuera, and Mari as kranzhügel, but then goes out of her way to state that Rawda is NOT a
kranzhügel without an explanation. Why? To what end? Why make an exception for Mari, but
not Rawda and other sites in central and western Syria? On that same note, why does Meyer
(2007) make the effort to differentiate between kranzhügeln with and without lower towns? The
paper might have been more effective had she articulated her reason for designating kranzhügeln
and in which instances exceptions are acceptable, or if she had avoided the term all together.
Two points should be clear thus far in light of both the morphology and distribution
discussions. First, circular urban sites are present throughout northern Mesopotamia in the third
millennium BC. Second, sites with a range of morphologies and geographic locations are
varyingly accepted or rejected from the supposed kranzhügel group for often unstated or
conflicting reasons (e.g. sometimes location is emphasized over morphology and vice versa).
5.2.3 Ceramic Zone
The final criterion, according to Lyonnet (2009) that describes the kranzhügel sites is
their distribution in a cultural (i.e. ceramic) zone where “Ninevite 5” Ware does not dominate.
Both of these ceramic types are examples of “fine” or “luxury wares” that begin to spread across
the Near East after the invention of the fast potter’s wheel in the third millennium BC. Ninevite
5 ware is the dominate fine ware in the regions east of Tell Beydar while Metallic Ware is
dominate in the region to the west of and including Tel Beydar (Pruß 2000:193; Akkermans and
Schwartz 2003:253–255). Dominance by Metallic Ware in this case means that Ninevite 5 Ware
is still found at these sites, but only in a limited fashion (Lyonnet 1996; Ur and Wilkinson 2008).
Lyonnet asserts that, “[t]hough pots and peoples rarely match, this distinction, added to all the
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other differences mentioned above, could also be a sign of a different ethnic group from that of
the Ninevite area” (Lyonnet 2009:182).49 Meyer (2007) echoes Lyonnet’s conclusion concerning
a kranzhügel-culture or identity stating,
“Tell Chuera is not an isolated case but was part of a cultural entity consisting of a
number of settlements dispersed over a restricted area between the Khabur and Balikh.
Although the term "Kranzhügel"-culture might seem inadequate for these sites, they
nonetheless share a similar (if not the same) material culture and tradition” (Meyer
2007:141).
These theories, however, are contested by Pruß (2000) whose conclusions about Metallic Ware
distribution are in direct conflict their assertions. He articulates that,
“Metallic Ware [(see Figure 22)] is…not restricted to the zone of the so-called
"Kranzhügel" or annular mounds. It is obviously at home in sites such as Harran, Jidle,
Kurban, Titris, Samsat or Qara Quzaq, all of them west of the "Kranzhügel" zone, which
ends with Tell Jagar al-Kabir [Ghadjar al-Kebir], 10 km west of Chuera… Though the
“kranzhügel’ are a phenomenon of a restricted area and period, they do not form an
independent cultural unit. Beside all striking similarities there are obvious differences,

Figure 22. Metallic Ware Distribution (after Pruß 2000:202)
49

Lyonnet also proposes an additional “cultural fracture” above and below the 300mm isohyet
(2009:180).
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too, between Beydar and Chuera. The material culture of Chuera IC/D is, on the other
hand, mirrored at sites like Dehliz, Kharab Sayyar or even Harran, definitely forming no
"kranzhügel" (Pruß 2000:197).
Not only does Pruß (2000) explain that Metallic ware is not unique or at home to the so-called
kranzhügel sites more than any other site within its distribution, Lebeau (2000) also identifies
several ceramic sub-regions that crosscut the classic kranzhügel distribution. Consequently, like
the morphological and spatial criteria, the so-called kranzhügel sites cannot be classified in a
meaningful way.
5.2.4 Summary
The reality of the situation, as demonstrated here, is that circular, and kranzhügel-like,
urbanism (in all its internal and external morphological variety) is not restricted to the so-called
“kranzhügel heartland.” Instead, circular urbanism is distributed all across the zone of
uncertainty and should not be considered the result of a particular cultural group or identity since
it occurs over a much larger area. Additionally it is not the only type of urbanism to occupy this
zone. Rather, all sites adjacent to and within this zone, circular or otherwise, reveal a highly
specialized but integrated economy. Yet, even in instances where scholars recognize that these
sites should be seen as integrated, their use of the term is problematic in that they rarely,
explicitly define their use of the term and concept kranzhügel and exceptions to their
designations are made in almost every case. As Schwartz (2011) observes, particularly in light of
the recent work at Tell Chuera, recent studies “reveal that the kranzhügel situation to be more
complex than we might have anticipated.” Perhaps then, given the problematic history, use,
sometimes vague concept surrounding the term, it should not be utilized at all and a better course
of action would be to note that urbanism in the “zone of uncertainty” takes on an unusually
circular form (which may be simply be an indication of a site’s relative age if found in this zone).
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As Castel and Peltenberg aptly note,
“What is becoming clear is that these [circular] centers were not all created at the same
time and that overall typological homogeneity should not be confused with identity of
purpose. We need to examine the empirical data on a case by case basis before assuming
that a common trigger underpinned the general pattern” (2007:612).
That is exactly what this thesis does with the available data (i.e., CORONA satellite imagery)
5.3 The Third Millennium BC Economic and Environmental Context: the Rise and Decline
of Circular Urbanism
5.3.1 Introduction
Based on both the literary investigation and the corroborating statistical analysis, not only
can the classic kranzhügel sites not be morphologically or spatially divorced from the general
phenomenon of circular urbanism across EBA northern Syria, in terms of the economic context
of the third millennium, their location and creation rather indicates that they emerged as a result
of these economic interactions.
While it is beyond the scope of this thesis to exhaustively examine the complex economy
and subsistence strategies of Bronze Age Northern Mesopotamia in depth (see Kouchoukos 1998
and others), this study will briefly address how the findings presented here may be integrated
into the larger discussion. More specifically, this study first discusses a myriad of forces which
may have driven large cities to be built in areas with seemingly limited agricultural potential and
then subsequently focuses on examining site morphology and the built environment.50 Indeed,
this study would be amiss if it did not attempt to examine economic and environmental factors in

50

“…could not have been supported over the long term by rainfed cultivation. Kouchoukos
suggests that the growth of these major Kranzhügel sites was stimulated by the
"commodification of textiles" that is by trade in wool, animals and textiles generated by pastoral
communities affiliated with the Kranzhügel sites. Although recognizing the importance of the
pastoral nomadic economy, I [Wilkinson 2000] suggest that the growth of such centers was also
linked to the development of trade routes across the steppe…” (Wilkinson 2000:11,12;
Kouchoukos 1998)
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conjunction with social, political, and built structures for a full understanding of the kranzhügel
urbanization phenomenon. As Lawrence and Low (1990:492) conclude,
“None of these approaches, however, is perfectly adequate on its own. The analysis and
interpretation of building decisions cannot be understood apart from social and economic
institutional forces that continuously influence actors, nor can the interpretation of
symbolic meaning be divorced from these forces or history.”
The discussion presented in the following section represents a background presentation of
the socio-economics and subsistence strategies surrounding the “second urban revolution”
particularly as it pertains to circular urban sites. This discussion will indicate not only how the
previous analyses and dialogs are meaningful to modern scholarship, but also how the data will
add to the wider third millennium BC context. This is quite a large and complex undertaking and
thus this thesis will mainly concentrate on reporting and assessing what other scholars have said
concerning the relationship between the kranzhügel sites, other circular forms of urbanism, and
pastoral-nomadism, specifically in connect to EBA “collapse.”
Perhaps the most limiting factor in approaching this problem is the dearth of
archaeological evidence, both the limited visibility of nomadic and pastoralist activity as well as
the lack of excavation at any site in the Jebel ‘Abd al-Aziz region. Archaeologists, however, can
and are studying other factors and vestiges (e.g zooarchaeological remains at contemporary sites,
textual sources, urban studies, localized environmental and geo-archeological contexts,
environmental proxy data, etc.), which when combined, may begin to elucidate third millennium
relationships (Barge and Moulin 2008:19). As Wossink (2009:112) states, “[n]o third millennium
site around the Jebel Abd al-Aziz has been excavated to test the importance of pastoralism and
its degree of specialization. However, there is circumstantial evidence to suggest that the region
was visited by mobile communities during the mid-third millennium.” This evidence will be
examined in the following sections.
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In any discussion of human-environment interactions (e.g. climate, subsistence strategies,
adaptations), it is of paramount importance to consider environmental factors in conjunction with
known or hypothesized socio-cultural systems. These components are highly interwoven and
cannot, or should not, be discussed without a heightened awareness of one another (as well as the
many other contributing or influencing factors). For practical purposes, however, this paper will
need to tackle issues regarding third millennium economics and substance strategies separately
before synthesizing the implications of each facet. This practicality is largely due to the state of
literature pertaining to theories and explanations of third-millennium economy as well as of
scholarship that specifically mentions the kranzhügel sites – most of which ranges widely in
terms of scope, scholarly perspectives, specialization, and methodologies relating to the topic.
The scholarship presented here represents the most relevant and recent research surrounding
archaeological evidence (and theoretical models) for subsistence strategies in the semi-arid,
Syrian steppe. It is hoped that a review of their findings will allow a more explicit synthesis of
the socio-economics of the kranzhügel phenomenon detailing what has been hinted at throughout
the various sources, but never synoptically stated.
5.3.2 Circular, Syrian Urbanism in the Third Millennium BC
The explosion of urbanism and adoption of associated institutions throughout Northern
Mesopotamia and surrounding regions in the mid-third millennium BC is known as the “second
urban revolution.” The second urban revolution is meant to refer both to the supposedly
secondary advent of urbanism in Northern Mesopotamia (Southern Mesopotamia being primary,
although this relationship has recently and convincingly been called into question by several
scholars, notably Stein (2002)) and the reemergence of complexity (e.g. hierarchical political
regimes, monumental constructions, and writing) which largely disappeared from Northern
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Mesopotamia after the Uruk period (Akkermans and Schwartz 2003:233). It is noteworthy that
over the course of the third millennium, fortifications were constructed at almost every site in
Northern Mesopotamia, especially in the southern Jezirah (Ristvet 2011:4).51
A particularly interesting facet of this urbanization is the unprecedented extent to which it
expanded into arid, marginal zones – zones located in and beyond what Wilkinson terms the
“zone of agricultural uncertainty” (Wilkinson 2000a). In fact, the degree of settlement and
exploitation which some of the marginal areas discussed in this thesis experienced in the third
millennium BC was unmatched until the Roman-to-Byzantine transition (see section 3.4.3 for
further explanation of rainfall patterns). Particularly between ca. 2700-2400 BC, the arid region
between the Balikh and Khabur Rivers, especially in the Wadi Hammar region and surrounding
the Jebel ‘Abd al-Aziz anticline, was extensively settled for the first time (Hole 2002). The most
distinctive urban form, or fortification style, in this region is commonly known as the
kranzhügel. In addition to their morphology, these sites are interesting in that they represent a
robust yet short-lived urbanism, as almost all the kranzhügel sites were vacated between 24002200 BC (or along with the collapse of the Akkadian Empire and the beginning of the EB IV).
Indeed, while most major urban settlements, including the kranzhügel sites, show indications of
abandonment in the late third millennium, a number of recently discovered circular sites were
founded in Western Syria. These sites include Tell al-Rawda, Tell Sheirat, Tell es-Sour,52 and a
circular EB IV phase of Tell Mishrefeh (Castel and Peltenburg 2007; al-Maqdissi 2007). Like the
kranzhügeln, all of these sites are located in or near agriculturally marginal zones and exhibit a
circular urban form. Most of these sites, too, were short-lived with an estimated abandonment
51

Ristvet argues that the primary emphasis of these fortification systems, along with each city’s
internal construction, was “on obstruction and highly controlled access to certain political spaces
within the city” (2011:4).
52
These sites are not considered kranzhügeln.
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between 2100-2000 BC. That is, either they did not survive the transition to the next millennium
or they experienced significant internal remodeling in the Middle Bronze Age (e.g. transforming
to an orthogonal street plan as at Tell Sheir’at).
Theories abound concerning the origins and use of these circular cities and those theories
will be discussed in the following sections of this thesis. While the exact number of these sites,
their spatial distribution, as well as an explanation of what is encompassed by the term
kranzhügel varies from author to author, the point to be made here is that it is clear from a
combined view the kranzhügel sites and the western Syrian sites that urbanism in the third
millennium Syria is dominated by the circular form (al-Maqdissi 2007:24; al-Maqdissi 2008:10).
Similarly, this at least true for the fortified sites located in agriculturally “uncertain” zones.
Therefore, in terms of understanding the impetus of circular urbanism in these marginal zones,
we should look to the larger environmental and economic context of the third millennium.
5.3.3 Environmental Change
Climate change is one of the most popular factors employed as an explanation for the
decline and “collapse” of the circular urban sites, and indeed urban sites across the Near East in
the late third millennium. Once a topic of fierce debate, it is now fairly clear and demonstrable in
a number of environmental proxy and cultural sources that a shift towards higher aridity occurred
sometime in the mid- to late third millennium BC.53 The degree to which this aridification
affected various micro-regions as well as the human population is less certain. Wossink (2009)
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While the specifics of Harvey Weiss’ (1993) Leilan Climate Change Model (LCCM) have
been highly criticized, the general argument for increased aridification is now well documented
and generally accepted (Wossink 2009, 3). Akkermans and Schwartz even go so far as to credit
Weiss for making the important contribution of reintroducing climate change as “a significant
variable in the history of complex societies” (2003, 283).
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brings together paleoclimatic data from all the nearest environmental proxy sources54 [Soreq
Cave (Israel), Dead Sea, Gulf of Oman, and Lake Van], comparative carbon and nitrogen isotope
data from excavated plant materials, and a case study of human skeletal health at Tell Barri, to
state that at least he could demonstrate that “plants were significantly affected by aridification
during the late third and early second millennium BC (Wossink 2009: 19-26). Wossink,
however, warns that demonstrating contemporaneous socio-cultural and climate change does not
prove causality between the two. Instead,
“it must be demonstrated that climate change affected human communities in such a way
that they could no longer continue their traditional way of living and had to adapt. In
other words, it is not sufficient to prove that the climate became drier during the late third
to early second millennium BC, but it must also be shown that this change resulted in
drought, that is, insufficient water to sustain the biomass of a given region. Because
drought is a function of environmental as well as biotic factors, it is in fact a social
condition when it is applied to human communities. As such, drought cannot be
postulated from decreasing rainfall levels alone, as drought may also be triggered by
ineffective subsistence strategies or by increasing population levels” (Wossink 2009: 5-6;
Barrow 1987: 36-37).
As many scholars make assertions concerning climate change, but generally fail to sufficiently
demonstrate effects in human populations, Wossink contends that role of the third millennium
paleoclimate on and in Near Eastern societies remains poorly understood (Wossink 2009:6)
Examining possible climate change in terms of settlement pattern, the Yale Khabur Basin
Survey headed by Frank Hole first demonstrated that the urban centers in region around the Jebel
‘Abd al-Aziz developed and flourished from 2700-2400 BC. The survey was surprised to find
that none of the large urban sites were located near perennial surface water, especially given the
marginality of the region, Hole states that this settlement pattern, in conjunction with
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Three problems with proxy data: geographical separation between the proxy sources and the
area of interest, low resolution, and the assumption that the ‘climate-forcing mechanisms’
operate the same today as they did in the past (Wossink 2009, 22).
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geomorphological studies of the Khabur River, the Bouara core pollen data, and data from the
Dead Sea lake levels, led them to believe that climatic conditions in the mid- to late third
millennium were considerably wetter than they are presently and thus “unusually favorable for
human settlement…allow[ing] for the expansion of agriculture and concomitantly larger
populations” (Hole 2002: 145). Before this survey was conducted, some scholars suggested that
the impetus for the kranzhügel sites was primarily the improved climatic conditions, which
allowed sedentary populations to exploit the region agriculturally. By the start of the EB IV (EJ
IV: 2400-2200 BC), however, these sites were almost entirely vacated. As for interpreting these
data, Hole hypothesizes that,
“[i]t remains to be determined whether a prolonged period of greater precipitation
encouraged this expansion or whether it was due largely to the increasing redistributive
power of nascent state economies, which could absorb some of the risk of cultivating
marginal areas. Judging from today's conditions, it would take more than the power of a
third millennium state to implant numerous large settlements in the arid steppe…At
present, the survey results do not allow us to distinguish the climatic, economic, and
political factors leading to the establishment and eventual abandonment of third
millennium sites in our survey area…The data presented here do, however, provide
empirical support for the abandonment of sites throughout northern Mesopotamia in the
later third millennium B.C.” (Hole 2002: 145).
He concludes that more data are needed in order to postulate these relationships any further.
However, while increased aridity and abandonment of large urban center in marginal
areas can be demonstrated, it does not necessarily follow that environmental factors are solely to
blame. For example, in other parts of Syria several sites, including, but not limited to
Carchemish, Tell es-Sweyhat, Tell es-Sour, Tell Sh’eirat, Tell al-Rawda and Mari, were either
founded or continued to thrive reaching their maximum extent during this period (Lawrence
2012: 300; Matney 2012). Thus while climate change may have played a significant role in the
establishment and abandonment of sites in the “zone of uncertainty,” the flourishing of these
sites revels that it was certainly only one of many factors. In fact,
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“[g]iven the numerous exceptions to the idea of broad civilizational collapse, it now
seems apparent that, whatever the regional disruptions to some northern Mesopotamian
EBA cities around 2200 BC, when considered in the aggregate, the last two centuries of
the 3rd millennium BC are still best characterized as urban in character” (Matney
2012:566; Lebeau 2000).
An alternate explanation for “collapse” of many urban settlements is the Akkadian invasion
(Kouchoukos 1998). While this explanation may be true for a number of sites (e.g. the
destruction of Ebla), it is perhaps better not to think of settlement pattern and environmental
changes in terms of “collapse.” For example, it may be important to consider Porter’s assertion
that “the acceptance of the long-prevailing ideas that there was a widespread collapse of
settlement in Syria at the end of the Third Millennium is in part a product of how we conceive of
ceramic typology” (Porter 2007:72). She states that changes in climate should be considered in
terms of “progressive deterioration” rather than collapse since “the salient feature of the Third
Millennium [ceramic] assemblage is that there is not clear break at any point in which a new
body of material replaces the old, and this is true of the end of the millennium as it is of the
middle” (Porter 2007:72). Thus, in agreement with Matney’s (2012) statement quoted earlier,
Porter argues “[r]ather than a single period of collapse…settlement dislocation take place
continually ca. 2350/2300 onwards and reflect historical as well as environmental processes;” the
date is only significant in that it represents the first Akkadian presence in eastern Syria (Porter
2007,69; Akkermans and Schwartz 2003: 233). In summary, the ceramics, like the climate, and
the settlement patterns, can be considered in a constant process of change (Porter 2007, 72).55
5.3.4 Pastoralism
Before discussing the relationship between the economics, namely pastoralism, and third
millennium urban sites, it is important to make a few terminological distinctions. While the terms
55

Additionally, this time frame allows time for the theoretical developments proposed by
Wossink (2009) concerning the origins of Amorrite identity.
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pastoralism, nomadism, semi-nomadism, and transhumance are often used interchangeably, in
actuality “nomadism and semi-nomadism refer to communal mobility, whereas pastoralism,
transhumance, and herding are principally subsistence activities” (Wossink 2009:101).
Additionally, while
“there seems to be a strong correlation between mobility and pastoralism on the one
hand, and sedentism and agriculture on the other hand, as far as can be gleaned from
ethnohistorical case-studies…nomadic pastoralism and sedentary agriculture should not
be seen as mutually exclusive opposites, but as the extremes on a continuum, with most
groups falling somewhere in between (Cribb 1991:15–17)” (Wossink 2009:101).
While these distinctions may be acknowledged by many theoretically, in practice, there is a
tendency of Near Eastern scholars to frame politics and economics in terms of an urbansedentary and pastoralist-nomad dichotomy. This dichotomous thinking is one of the major
problems in the discussion surrounding kranzhügel scholarship, and indeed the socioeconomics
of the Bronze Ages in general. This is not to say that all scholars frame their discussion in light
of this dichotomy, but it is true that the majority of them are only beginning to seriously draw
attention to and name the underlying theory that fuels further theory and methodological
discussion (Lyonnet 2009:180). This discussion will only address the work of scholars who have
largely and successfully avoided these dichotomizing tendencies
This false dichotomy is due predominantly to an emphasis in Near Eastern archaeology
on textual records which, from their administrative perspective, describe the relationship
between nomad and sedentary populations as hostile (Riehl 2006:106). However, despite this
apparent hostility, the Mari texts56 from the subsequent second millennium also indicate that the
economy was highly reliant on pastoralism and that, in fact, its rulers belonged to the various
nomadic tribes (Lyonnet 2009, 180). Thus Porter (2012) has recently argued,
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From an archive of thousands of cuneiform tablets dating to the early second millennium.
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“the pervasive sense of a profound as well as physical separation between mobile
pastoralists and sedentary farmers/urban citizens is a theoretical construct [within Near
Eastern archaeological thinking] and not an inevitable condition of animal husbandry. It
is sometimes a political constructs as well, a product of specific historical circumstances
and or intellectual histories” (Ibid. 2012:3)
Porter also argues earlier that, “in order to understand the potential relationship between urban
centers…the state, and pastoralism, two stereotypes must be abandoned” (2004:69–70). The first
is an assumption that pastoralism is necessarily egalitarian, both socially and politically. That is,
that pastoralism is inherently less complex or developed. Using as evidence the mortuary and
monumental site of Tell Banat, an apparently pastoralist site with all the necessary
‘characteristics of the state’ as outline by Schwartz et al. (1994:155), she argues that pastoralism,
nomadic and otherwise, is “not an evolutionary stage or precursor to the exclusionary state, but a
variant and co-existing polity” (Porter 2004, 70). The second stereotype that needs to be
abandoned is that pastoralist and city are two separate, antithetical entities (Porter 2004, 74). In
2004 she stated that there were not yet Near Eastern models to account for or adequately describe
“firstly, how individuals may belong to one arena and not the other, one arena and the other,
without intrinsically altering their conception of themselves as pastoralist, nor secondly how a
city may be constructed and maintained by a pastoralist system” (Porter 2004:74). Her most
recent work (Porter 2012) sets about creating such a model primarily via an analysis of the
textual record.
Porter was not first to address the fact that the picture painted by early second millennium
textual sources – a picture of a fragmented, unequally sophisticated, and competing society
(between nomadic-pastoralists, sedentary agriculturalists, and urban royalty) – does not
necessarily fit well with the archaeological record (Lyonnet 1998:185; Rowton 1973; Kamp and
Yoffee 1980; Cribb 1991), but she is currently one of the most outspoken voices in favor of
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rejecting the traditional stereotypes of pastoralism. Ultimately her work demonstrates that just as
historical excavation strategies led to an imbalanced emphasis on elites versus common people,
so too the stereotypical mindsets have led to an imbalance in the archaeological exploration of
sedentary versus semi-mobile people.
Understandably, “[n]ot many Near Eastern archaeologists are interested in the excavation
of minor traces of the human struggle for life, unspectacular in their cultural artifacts” (Riehl
2006: 108-109). Indeed, generally it is assumed that traces of a semi-nomadic lifestyle and
pastoralist practices are very difficult to distinguish archaeologically. This may be true in many
instances, however, the present discussion suggests that (semi-)nomadic pastoralism may be
uniquely visible in the form of third millennium circular sites.
5.3.5 A Specialized Economy
While it has been demonstrated that environmental change has a role to play in our
understanding of the rise and decline of many urban centers in the arid zone of uncertainty, it is
perhaps more important and productive to address the relationship between pastoralism and the
circular sites in terms of their economic formation. In light of their distinctive circular
morphology and location in marginal zones (marginal in terms of rainfall and agricultural
productivity), scholars have put forth a number of explanatory theories concerning their origins,
but the most convincing theories are those that argue that these sites were highly linked to
pastoralist activities. This is because even though climate change has been proposed and
demonstrated, there is still the issue of what Kouchoukos (2001; 1998) describes as a “food gap.”
This food gap is meant to imply that though many of the kranzhügel sites are located at rare
conjunctures of arable soils, springs, and shallow points in the local water table, “[w]hen the area
of cultivatable land around particular sites are compared to estimates of their prehistoric
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populations…it is clear that agriculture alone would have provided an inadequate subsistence
base” (Kouchoukos 2001:88). Thus, Kouchoukos hypothesizes that it is likely that pastoralism
was a major contributor to the local economy.
Van Liere (1963) was the first to propose that the location of the kranzhügel sites in
marginal zones might be indicative of a highly pastoral population (1963: 115), and
coincidentally, he, along with Lauffray (1954), were first to map many of the linear tracks
radiating from most Bronze age tells in the Jezirah, including the kranzhügeln, now known as
hollow ways. Hollow ways are also found at all but one of the generally accepted kranzhügel
sites. Ur (2003:110–111; Wilkinson and Tucker 1995:27–28) states that the function of “the
fading hollow ways should be understood as leading human traffic to agricultural fields, but the
movement of flocks to pasture beyond the zone of cultivation was probably just as important,
possibly more so for the formation of these features.” He then backtracks saying that “[t]he
pastoral component of the Bronze Age economy has admittedly been under-represented
(Wilkinson 1994: 515) although its importance has been well argued (Hole 1991; Kouchoukos
1998) direct archaeological traces of pastoralism remain ephemeral compared to agriculture” (Ur
2003:111). In line with his previous statement and the theoretical issues surrounding the nature
of the relationship between pastoralism and agriculture mentioned earlier in this paper, I would
argue that hollow ways are just as much the product of agricultural practices as pastoralism and
thus one of the least ephemeral indicators of pastoralism. That is, if hollow ways are present at
sites where agriculture was not the dominant form of subsistence (as is being argued here), then
their presence in marginal as well as stable zones further highlights their role as indicators of
pastoralist practices. This point has only recently been emphatically stated in the literature
(Casana 2013).
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Looking to the north in the Jezirah where the hollow ways are most dense, agricultural
production was the dominant subsistence strategy. In the mid- to late third millennium, not only
were agricultural products the economic staple of the economy, but Ur and Wilkinson (2008)
recently demonstrated that sites in this region, at least those in Tell Beydar’s environs,57 were
generating a substantial grain surplus (Ur and Wilkinson 2008:313). Specifically, they estimated,
based on the ratio of population density estimates to the cultivatable area around Tell Beydar and
its seven nearest satellite sites,58 that 5,470 ha of net surplus area were being cultivated by these
eight sites (i.e., beyond what was necessary to sustain these sites). This amount of additional
cultivated land translates to enough grain to support about 11,000 people, which “is an incredible
degree of surplus production when one considers that the TBS [Tell Beydar Survey] area
probably only hosted a permanently settled population of between 6,000-13,000 persons59” (Ur
and Wilkinson 2008:313). In other words, the region around Tell Beydar may have been
producing double (or even triple) the grain necessary to support its human population. In light of
emerging evidence for the importance of animals to the economy, Ur and Wilkinson see this
excess grain production as intended for human and animal populations alike. While they argue
against the “exportation of cereal surpluses to neighboring regions…given the high cost of
overland movement of bulk items and the complete absence of such transactions in the Beydar
tablets,” they do recognize that,
“[a] combination of data now emphasizes the importance of animals: zooarchaeological
studies showing the dominance of sheep and goat, landscape evidence for the more
intensive exploitation of pastoral zones, and textual evidence for wool production,
animals for traction, and trade in hybrids. The large surpluses produced by the smaller
settlements of the Beydar region would have gone far toward sustaining both the human
57

A similar scenario is hypothesized for the Tell Leilan area (Stein and Wattenmaker 2003).
As indicated by the extent of hollow ways radiating from each site.
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Assuming average annual consumption of 250 kg per person per year, 500 kg of cereal per ha,
and 100-200 persons per settled ha (Sallaberger and Ur 2004:66)
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and the animal populations, and buffering them both against climatic fluctuations. This
more animal-focused economic reconstruction remains speculative, but it appears
increasingly likely that the agricultural and pastoral economies of the third millennium
Upper Khabur basin in general and the Beydar region in particular were tightly
intertwined” (Ur and Wilkinson 2008:314).
In other words, although they only support wool and animals (not grain) as commodities that
were exchanged in an interregional context, they do argue for a direct correlation between the
intensification of agricultural and pastoral production. Even where agriculture is intensively
practiced, the pastoralism is still a major component of the economy as a whole. The key
difference between Tell Beydar and other proposed kranzhügeln in more marginal zones,
however, especially those around the Jebel Abd al-Aziz, is their lack of a supporting hinterland
of smaller, surplus producing sites. Even if they did form “ranked hierarchies of tells and
subordinate towns” (Wilkinson 2000b:240) like those of sites found in moister regions, this
system is not likely to have been sustainable. Alternatively, the early third millennium sites along
the Middle Khabur are often discussed as potential grain producers (via exchange) for the
contemporary (and pastoralist dominated) circular urban sites of the Jebel Abd al-Aziz region.60
Four of these Middle Khabur sites, Tell Ziyadeh, Tell Raqa’i, Tell Atij, and Tell Gudeda,
were excavated and their faunal remains subsequently analyzed. Interestingly, at each site
excavators uncovered silos (or some other similar features) which they linked to grain storage or
storage of some other surplus production commodity (e.g. wool has also been suggested).
Schwartz (1994), Magueron, Fortin, and McMorrison (1997) suggested that these sites and their
storage depots were the results of external state interest in the region. The first three scholars
think that grain from the region was collected and shipped off to polities either to the north or to
60

Note that it is suggested here that Tell Beydar, which is an accepted kranzhügel, more heavily
emphasizes agricultural production than pastoralist production (on the pastoralist-agricultural
continuum) than most of the other kranzhügeln to the extent that it may represent an economic
specialization distinct from the other kranzhügel sites.
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Mari (grain shipment model). McMorrison (1997) also attributed these sites to outside impetus,
but sees the local pastoral component and thus investment in the textile industry as the primary
reason for interest in the region (long-distance pastoral exploitation model; Zeder 2003, 170171). Hole (1991) is the only scholar to suggest a local impetus for these sites and seeing
“development in the southern steppe during the early third millennium represent an expansion
and elaboration of a long-standing pattern of exploitation made possible by the shift to more
favorable climatic conditions” (Hole 1991; Hole 1999; Zeder 2003:172). Analysis of the faunal
assemblage at each of these sites also shows that a mix of wild and domestic species was
gradually “replaced by a pastoralist economy focused almost exclusively on sheep and goat”
over the course of perhaps 200 to 300 years (Zeder 2003, 172). In favor of Hole’s model, Zeder
states that the zooarchaeological evidence of a gradual transition supports an internal impetus for
changes rather than the sudden change that might be expected under the grain shipment or longdistance pastoral exploitation model. She adds, “the changes in the faunal record [at these Middle
Khabur sites] are part and parcel of a fundamental shift in the nature of economic relations in the
Khabur basin as a whole” (Zeder 2003, 172).
In response to environmentally driven explanations for these changes, Zeder points out
that instead of diversifying in the face of environmentally favorable conditions of the earlier and
mid-third millennium as would be expected, already by 2600 BC (before the aridification is said
to have begun) faunal assemblages show an opposite trend toward specialization [30 percent
sheep/goat in the early part of the third millennium to over 80 percent by the mid-third
millennium (solidly specialized)]. The Middle Khabur sites, then, like the Beydar region in the
Northern Jezirah, also represent a specialization toward grain production and the two increasing
disarticulated specializations were then linked through a formalized system of exchange (the
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important difference here is that grain is considered a traded commodity). She suggests that this
pattern indicates that environmental factors might have been at play, but they were supporting
rather than driving forces, stating, “the restructuring of the pastoral economy in the southern
steppe was largely driven by economic factors” (Zeder 2003: 174), and
“[r]ather than being passively drawn into the vortex of emergent urbanism centered in the
northern Khabur, the development of specialized pastoralism in this region may have
actually been an active force in the restructuring of regional economic relations that
ultimately led to the emergence and expansion of urban society in the Khabur Basin”
Zeder 2003, 175).
Reihl’s (2006) archaeolobotanical studies corroborate this picture. The presence of antipastoral and antipyric floristic element in the archaeolobotanical record, which indicate
overgrazing, “occur in the highest numbers, proportion and frequency during the Early Bronze
Age…point[ing] to a highly degraded landscape particularly during this period” (Riehl
2006:113). As for circular sites in western Syria, specifically at Tell al- Rawda, analyses of
botanical remain indicate that agriculture was also an important subsistence strategy. In addition
to barley, vines and olives, which would have required some sort of water management system,
were also cultivated.
“Despite the fact that agriculture was important for the inhabitants of Al-Rawda,
pastoralism may also have been an essential subsistence strategy. The presence of
numerous large desert-kites61 in the wide surroundings of Al-Rawda makes a convincing
case for the existence of a large-scale pastoral economy in this area, in which Al-Rawda
may have played an important role” (Wossink 2009:108–109; Barge and Moulin
2008:20–21).
The last point to account for is the large size of these sites. Although there were slightly
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Kites are composed of two low rock walls that narrow at one end which presumably aid in
corralling animals. The function of desert kites is disputed with the two leading hypothesis
favoring hunting and pastoral use, respectively. Barge and Moulin (2008:21), however, favor the
later hypothesis arguing that their low height (not more than a few decimeters), their length (up
to 900 m), and a number of associated features interpreted as “cabins” for shepherd and walled
ponds for watering animals more favorably indicate their use for herding domestic animals.
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wetter conditions in the early to mid-third millennium and the economic details proposed thus far
indicate that large sites could be supported through complex systems of specialized exchange,
marginally located EBA sites are still much larger than would be expected (Wilkinson
2000a:12). Both Wilkinson (2000a) and Meijer (2000) explain large sites in marginal zones in
terms of increasing and accumulating wealth. The two processes Wilkinson proposes two
processes “for the generation of such wealth and associated settlement growth:” trade along the
major routes on which these sites were located and the incremental demand (especially for
textiles) and wealth generated by exchange between increasingly specialized communities in
different parts of the Jezirah (Wilkinson 2000a:13).62 Elaborating on these points, Wilkinson
(2000a) and Meijer (2000) similarly posit that the location of sites on the boundary between
zones of primarily pastoralist steppe and predominantly cultivated areas, would focus the
exchange between these two leading to the formation of “gateway cities.”
“Such interactions would probably have led to increased sedentary settlement of nomads,
as well as increased demand for grain for the nomads themselves, and fodder for their
animals. This would have resulted in both the growth in size of the settlement and an
increase in the scale of agricultural activity… In the Jazira it can therefore be argued that
sites did not expand in proportion to the agricultural potential of the area. Rather, the
largest sites probably developed in areas that were favorable for the generation of wealth,
which in addition to agricultural resources, would have included long distance trade and
exchange with mobile pastoralists” (Wilkinson 2000a:13-14).
This model applies not only to circular sites, but all sites along the “zone of agricultural
uncertainty.”
In summary, the conjunction of kranzhügel and other circular sites in areas with arable
soils, the presence of hollow ways, archaeolozoological indications of pastoralist specialization,
the existence of nearby sites with concomitant agricultural intensification and (likely) surplus
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Meijer additionally proposes that large fortification could have used for both protection and
prestige (Meijer 2000:207).
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grain storage facilities, as well as the archaeolobotancial evidence for overgrazing all indicate
that the inhabitants of these sites were practicing some agriculture, but were mostly heavily
reliant on a pastoralist subsistence strategy and wealth generated from textile exchange.63
5.4 Pastoralist connections with Circular Urbanism
In light of all the evidence for the specialization of pastoralism in the third millennium,
how then do we interpret the urban circular sites? The phenomenon of third millennium circular
urbanism represents a unique period in the ancient Near East when pastoralist production was
visible – due to specialized pastoralist economy integrated into a larger economy with high
demand for textile products. Wossink states that,
“spatial separation between agricultural and pastoral production emerged at various
places and various points in time as an adaptive strategy to the demands of agricultural
intensification and/or population pressure…[and] although it is perhaps premature to
point to urbanism as a casual mechanism in the emergence of specialized pastoralism in
this region, the synchronous development is at least indicative of such a correlation”
(Wossink 2009, 111-112).
Seeing kranzhügel sites more as the result of than a mechanism for specialized pastoralism,
Kouchoukos argues that these sites represent the embedding of particular pastoral spatial and
economic practices into densely populated urban towns (1998:438). Along these lines, discussing
both the kranzhügel sites and Tell al-Rawda, Castel and Peltenberg argue that the forgoing
scenario represents that there was an “economy that was robust enough for the consolidation of
urbanism” (2007:611) and “there is no reason to deny affiliated pastoralists in its creation”
(2007:613). It is also tantalizing to consider that just as urbanism under the control of local
groups thrived in the absence of a strong central power during the Uruk period (Castel and
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Castel and Peltenberg then may be correct in postulating that the two most popular and
contrasting views for the impetus towards circular urbanism, a state-led operation on one hand or
a local initiate on the other, may not be viable options; rather, in reality, an explanation is likely
to be situated somewhere between the two (Castel and Peltenburg 2007:614).
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Peltenberg 2007, 613; Wright 2002: 7), a similar argument may be made for the third
millennium.64 Thus, the slightly later west Syrian sites (as reflecting the relationship between
urbanism and specialized pastoralism) may have followed a similar trajectory as the kranzhügel
sites but in a more rapid fashion with a pre-existing model to base itself on (most circular, most
short lived, later in date, making use of lands that had not yet been used; Wossink 2009). In all
cases, these circular urban sites represent an “episode of polity formation among local mobile
pastoralists” (Kouchoukos 1998:438).
The morphology of these sites corroborate this larger economic interpretation. A better
way to think of the so-called kranzhügel phenomenon is in light and as a manifestation of a
larger integrated economic system (not an isolated cultural phenomenon which seems
reminiscent of older historical-contextual modes of thinking). Not only should these sites be seen
as integrated into larger processes, but also it should be noted that each site is unique,
participating in its own way, not necessarily representing manifestations of distinct ethnic
groups.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Until now, kranzhügel sites as a group have undergone little systematic investigation
beyond morphological generalizations. It has been demonstrated over the course of this study –
first by means of an extensive literary investigation and subsequently by quantitative analysis –
that there is no such entity as a “typical” kranzhügel site. However, if we catalog and compare
the different sites that scholars have called kranzhügeln, we see that while they do have some
64

“What is becoming clear is that these centers were not all created at the same time and that
overall typological homogeneity should not be confused with identity of purpose. We need to
examine the empirical data on a case-by-case basis before assuming that a common trigger
underpinned the general pattern” (Castel and Peltenberg 2007, 612) – see forthcoming thesis for
further discussion.
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similarity, but they are not significantly distinguishable from larger consideration of third
millennium circular urbanism. This suggests that they are not a unified cultural unit, but are
representative of a larger scale uniformity in a unique period of time (climatic, socio-economic
and political) wherein pastoralism was manifested in a heavily urbanized form.
Additionally, comparative analyses of kranzhügeln urban plans reveal that the sites are
much more varied than their traditional definition presumes. In other words, using Michael
Smith’s (2007) approach to urban planning this study has demonstrated that these sites show a
great deal of ‘standardization,’ but there is no “typical” kranzhügel site. Additionally, each site
shows a great deal of variability in spatial ‘coordination,’ or intra-site spatial relationships, and
physical manifestation of political strategies and practices. In line with Oates 1985 and Pruss
2000, nothing more should be implied by the term kranzhügel than that a few sites exhibit
similar general morphologies (i.e. an archeological conceptual category). Hopefully the
discussions of urban structures outlined in this paper will allow archaeologists to begin to
achieve a more nuanced definition of what is encompassed by the designation kranzhügel, and
delve into more sophisticated investigations into what Akkermans and Schwartz (2003:256) term
the kranzhügel problem - the enigmatic, short-lived third millennium urbanization of the arid
Syrian steppe.
The kranzhügel problem and the enigmatic circular urbanism of the third millennium
become less problematic in light the discussion above, but will become less and less problematic
and enigmatic as we incorporate semi-nomadic pastoralism and more excavation and
geophysical results into Near Eastern models. Given the increasing interest and acknowledged
importance in studying and addressing (semi-)nomadic pastoralism, it seems like the natural
extension of this interest would be to excavate some of the more remote circular sites or at least
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subject them to geophysical investigations. Alas, under the current political situation, this is not
possible. What is clear in light of the evidence presented here, however, is that many of these
theories are likely, even probable, but I would argue that the theorizing has come as far as
possible without further archaeological and geophysical investigation.
6.1 Future Studies
In addition to these conclusions, this work has generated a catalog of circular sites which
can provide a framework of spatial distribution and morphological characteristics that into which
future archaeological excavations or geophysical investigations can fit. Given the success of
geomagnetic survey at Tell Chuera and Tell al-Rawda, it seems likely that surveys of other
kranzhügel sites produce similarly successful results. These results to add to the growing body of
data serving to create a better reconstruction of the third millennium BC.
Additionally, according to this study, circular urban sites are distributed across NDVI
Zone 3. Corroborating these results with Kochouchos’ (1998) discussion of soil types as
indicative of productive land and as his survey indicating there are three sites which he indicated
as kranzhügel sites that also fall directly in NDVI Zone 3, there may be hope of identifying more
EBA circular urban sites. The area over which kranzhügeln occur can potentially be much larger
than previously thought. And, in fact, the type of analysis performed here may serve as a kind of
predictive model - allowing us to potentially locate more sites. There are a handful of other 3rd
millennium sites, which do not necessarily match the exact classic morphological characteristics
of kranzhügeln but are similar and they fall within this NDVI zone.
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Figure 23. CORONA Imagery of EBA Double Fortified Sites: A. Kazane Höyük, B. Titriş
Höyük, C. Tell es-Sweyhat, D. Ebla (Mardikh), E. Tell Leilan, F. Tell Mozan, G. Tell Khoshi
and H. Tell Hadhail
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8.2 List CORONA Images and URLs
Decimal Degrees
Easting Northing

SITE
Abu Shahat

39.743

Aswad Foqani

40.718

Barud (K049)*

40.665

Beydar, Tell

CORONA Images

CORONA Atlas URL
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4422907,4388944,4425465,4390545

40.587

36.645 1105-1025F057
1102-1025A013, 1102-1025F006-7,
36.677 1105-1025A064, 1105-1025F058*
1102-1025A015, 1102-1025F008-9,
36.418 1105-1025A066, 1105-1025F060*
1102-1025A012, 1102-1025F006,
36.738 1105-1025A063, 1105-1025F057*

Bogha, Tell

39.871

36.701 1105-1025F057, 1105-1025A063*

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4436824,4396666,4439934,4398266

Chuera, Tell (Harabe, Tell)

39.498

36.647 1105-1025F057, 1105-1025A063*

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4395676,4389214,4398234,4390815

Dehlis, Tell

39.443

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4389385,4378858,4392495,4380458

Ebla (Mardikh, Tell)
Ghadjar al Kebir, Tell al-

36.799
39.405

Hadhail

42.054

36.573 1105-1025A064*, 1105-1025F057-58
1105-1009A019, 1105-1009F012-13,
1105-2267A020, 1105-2267F014,
35.800 1107-1122A057, 1112-2203A043
36.656 1105-1025A063*, 1105-1025F057
1102-1025A017-18, 1102-1025F011,*
36.150 1105-1025F062

Hamam Gharbi (W), Tell

40.325

36.567 1105-1025A065*, 1105-1025F058-59 http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4487509,4378205,4490619,4379805

Hamam Sharqi (E), Tell
K156 (n/a)*

40.359
40.325

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4491173,4375793,4494283,4377393
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4487332,4367301,4490423,4368866

Kazane Hoyuk
Khanza*

38.846
40.351

36.549 1105-1025A065*, 1105-1025F059
36.489 1105-1025A065, 1105-1025F059*
1105-1009A010, 1105-1009F004,
37.120 1107-2138A065
36.484 1105-1025A065*, 1105-1025F059

Khanzir

39.838

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4433386,4404167,4435944,4405768

Khoshi

41.834

Leilan, Tell
Mabtuh Gharbi (W), Tell

40.997
40.142

36.755 1105-1025F057, 1105-1025A063*
1102-1025A017-18, 1102-1025F011,*
36.195 1105-1025F062
1102-1025A011, 1102-1025F005,
37.058 1105-1025A062-63, 1105-1025F056
36.477 1105-1025A065*, 1105-1025F059

Mabtuh Sharqi (E), Tell

40.456

36.507 1105-1025A065*, 1105-1025F059

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4502036,4369790,4505146,4371390

Mahrum

40.623

36.359 1105-1025A066, 1105-1025F060

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4521443,4349754,4522998,4350554

Malet ed-Deru

40.348

Mari (Hariri, Tell)*

40.890

35.931 1105-1025A064*, 1105-1025F057-58 http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4490174,4290271,4492732,4291872
1102-1025F023, 1105-1025F075,
34.550 1105-2154A031*
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4549649,4101374,4554766,4104575

Metjaha, Tell

40.459

36.190 1105-1025A068, 1105-1025F062*

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4502663,4326153,4505202,4327686

Mishrefeh, Tell (Qatna)

36.865

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4102607,4140646,4105165,4142246

Mosti, Tell

41.615

Mozan, Tell
Mu'azzar, Tell

40.997
40.335

34.836 1105-2267F02, 1107-1122A063*
1102-1025A014, 1102-1025F008*,
36.623 1105-1025A065, 1105-1025F059
1102-1025A010, 1102-1025F004,
1105-1025A061, 1105-1025F055,
37.058 1107-2154A071
36.257 1105-1025A67, 1105-1025F061*

Mughr, Tell

40.245

36.477 1105-1025A065, 1105-1025F059*

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4478974,4365773,4481532,4367374

Qle'ah (T. Bie'a)
Rawda, Tell el-

39.669
37.633

36.675 1105-1025A063, 1105-1025F057*
35.181 1105-1009F018, 1107-1122A062*

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4414443,4393081,4417553,4394682
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4188083,4187674,4190641,4189274

*= used in figure

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4531426,4393375,4533984,4394976
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4526098,4357984,4527643,4358766
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4516879,4401872,4519437,4403472

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4095092,4272148,4098209,4273813
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4385110,4390165,4388168,4392252
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4678515,4319210,4684750,4322540

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4322938,4454989,4326055,4456654
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4490774,4366875,4493098,4368249

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4654103,4325759,4660338,4329089
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4619117,4432494,4622234,4434159
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4467293,4365655,4469851,4367255

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4630341,4384917,4635458,4388118

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4560927,4445515,4567161,4448845
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4489478,4335682,4490758,4336482

(Images with cloud cover not included)

Continued on next page.
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Sha'Ir

39.560

35.967 1105-1025A069, 1105-1025F063*

Sheir'at, Tell

36.948

Sour, Tell esSweyhat, Tell es-

37.163
38.254

Titris Hoyuk
Umm el-Marra

38.675
37.693

1105-1009A030, 1105-1009F023,
34.489 1105-2267F024-25, 1107-1122A066*
1105-1009A027, 1105-1009F021,
34.815 1107-1122A064*
36.274 1105-1009A016, 1105-1009F010*
1105-1009A007, 1105-1009F001,
37.477 1107-2138A062*
36.134 1105-1009-A017*, 1105-1009F011

Zahamak

39.950

35.968 1105-1025A069, 1105-1025F063*

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4402646,4295266,4405204,4296867

http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4111562,4093737,4114679,4095402
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4135292,4137929,4138732,4139718
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4256889,4337500,4260006,4339165
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4303894,4504980,4307334,4506769
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4194793,4318295,4197351,4319896
http://corona.cast.uark.edu/index.html#bbox=4444733,4294473,4449849,4297674
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8.3 R Code: General Workflow
# setwd() # set working directory
Kranz=read.csv("Kranz_ALL_A.csv",header=T) # read table into R
Kranz2=subset(Kranz,select=Perimeter:Precipitation) # make only numeric variables selectable
Kranz2$Area_Inner=Kranz2$Area_Inner+1/100 # remove “0” values
Kranz2$Area_Ratio=Kranz2$Area_Ratio+1/100 # remove “0” values
logKranz=log10(Kranz2) # log transform
attach(logKranz) #make variables accessible
library(Hmisc) # call Hmisc program
rcorr(as.matrix(logKranz)) #generate correlation matrix and matrix of p-values
library(corrgram) # call corrgram program
#plot corrgram
corrgram(logKranz, order=FALSE, lower.panel=panel.shade,upper.panel=panel.pie,
text.panel=panel.txt,main=" Correlations of All Variables for All Sites")
#dendrogram #method=complete
Double_A =subset(logKranz,select=Perimeter:Acceptance)
attach(Double_A)
d=dist(as.matrix(Double_A)) # find distance matrix
hc=hclust(d) # apply hirarchical clustering
# display dendrogram
plot(hc, hang=-1, main="Dendrogram of Double Fortifications Sites for All Variables ")
#dendrogram with Ward hierarchical clustering
dw <- dist(Double_A, method = "euclidean") # distance matrix
fit <- hclust(dw, method="ward")
# display dendrogram
plot(fit, hang=-1, main=" Dendrogram of Double Fortifications Sites for All ")
# Ward Hierarchical Clustering with Bootstrapped p values
Cluster=read.csv("Kranz_ALL_ET.csv",header=T)
Cluster_AT=subset(Cluster,select=Abu_Shahat:Zahamak)
Cluster_AT <- scale(Cluster_AT)
library(pvclust)
fit <- pvclust(Cluster_AT, method.hclust="ward", method.dist="correlation")
plot(fit) # dendogram with p values
# add rectangles around groups highly supported by the data
pvrect(fit, alpha=.95)
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